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Abstract 

This article provides two folktales of Lhagang Tibetan, a dialect of the Minyag Rabgang dialect 
group of Khams. The stories are entitled the Sheep and the Wolf and the Hare and the Tiger. Each 
story contains an edited version with linguistic glosses and an interlinear annotation, as well as 
full translations in English and Tibetan (based on the oral form). An appendix displays all the 
interactive utterances in the recording of the stories. 

 
1. Introduction 
This article primarily provides two full narrative stories, named the Sheep and the Wolf and the Hare and 
the Tiger, narrated in Lhagang Tibetan, accompanied by a linguistic glossing and a full translation in 
English as well as Tibetan based on the oral form of Lhagang Tibetan. Lhagang Tibetan is a dialect of 
Minyag Rabgang Khams, spoken in the easternmost Tibetosphere, that is, Tagong (lHa sgang1) Village 
(henceforth Lhagang Village), Tagong Town, Kangding (Dar mdo) Municipality, Ganzi (dKar mdzes) 
Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Sichuan Province, China. The language described in the article is called 
Lhagang-B by Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo (2015), reflecting the sedentary variety of Lhagang Village 
with less influence of the pastoral speech.2 

Stories with similar plots are attested in the Tibetosphere (a.k.a. Tibetan cultural area; see Roche and 
Suzuki 2017) other than Lhagang, see Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Similarities between the present stories and those in previous publications. 

Title in the article Previous publications 
The Sheep and the Wolf O’Connor’s (1906 [1977]: 56-59) The Sheep, the Lamb, the Wolf and the 

Hare; 
Kajihama’s (2004: 51-53) The Ewe and the Wolf; 
Lin’s (2016: 320-321) The Old Woman and the Tiger (partially similar) 

The Hare and the Tiger O’Connor’s (1906 [1977]: 1-3) How the Hare got his Split Lip3 
 

 
1 A Written Tibetan form is given in parentheses. Romanisation follows the style of de Nebesky-Wojkowitz (1956). 
2 See also Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo (2017a) and Sonam Wangmo (2019: 196-198). 
3 The story corresponds to the first part of O’Connor’s How the Hare got his Split Lip. 
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Note that these stories do not entirely correspond to ours; the protagonists and partial plots are 
common. 

The stories to be analysed is based on a version narrated by a woman at her age of the 70s from 
Lhagang Village. They were recorded by the second author in September 2016. A phonetic transcription 
of each story was made by the first author, and the analysis and translation were a collaboration of both the 
authors. 

Each of the two texts contains interlinear linguistic analysis4,5,6 (2.1 and 3.1), full English translation 
of the story (2.2 and 3.2), and full Tibetan transcription based on the spoken language (2.3 and 3.3), 
following the practice of Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo (2017b, c, 2018b), although writing an oral variety 
in the Literary Tibetan orthography is not widely accepted in the Tibetan community. Footnotes regarding 
grammatical phenomena, etymological notes, and cultural background are also provided for necessary parts 
of either a sentence number, gloss, or an interlinear translation. Parentheses in the translation line denote 
necessary words that do not appear in the original story to make a complete English sentence. Square 
brackets in the translation line denote words specifying its precedent demonstrative or pronoun to avoid 
ambiguity. 

The stories to be presented in 2.1 and 3.1 are, to some extent, edited by the present authors. Editing 
mainly dealt with the omission of unnecessary repetitions, fillers,7 and mistakes. See Appendix for the 
complete transcription, including the interaction between the storyteller and the audience. The section 
division of each story is first based on the content, divided into some paragraphs, and second mainly based 
on the sentence form ended by a verb. The numbering is presented as, for example, (2.3), denoting that the 
third line of sentences in the second paragraph. 

 
2. Text of the Sheep and the Wolf 
2.1. Edited version with interlinear glossing 
This story has three paragraphs and 51 lines in total.  
 

(1.1) ˊȵi ma ˉɦnaː ɦna-la ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ^joʔ-kheː 
 old time-LOC sheep mother and son8 two9 EXV-PFT.NSEN 

                                                        
4 [Sound system of Lhagang Tibetan] Consonantism: /ph, p, b, th, t, d, ʈh, ʈ, ɖ, kh, k, g, qh, q, G, ʔ, tsh, ts, dz, tɕh, tɕ, dʑ, ɸ, sh, 

s, z, ʂ, ɕh, ɕ, ʑ, xh, x, ɣ, (ʁ), h, ɦ, m, m̥, n, n̥, ȵ, ȵ̊, ŋ, ŋ̊, l, l̥, r, w, j/; Vocalism: /i, e, ɛ, a, ɑ, ɔ, o, ɯ, u, ʉ, ɵ, ә/; Suprasegmentals: 
word-tone system with four types, ˉ high-level, ´ rising, ` falling, and ^ rising-falling. The sound system differs in 
generations and sociolinguistic variations; see Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo (2017a, 2021) for details. 

5 [Abbreviations for glossing] -: morpheme boundary; 1: first person pronoun; 2: second person pronoun; 3: third person 
pronoun; AOR: aorist; COM: comitative; CONJ: conjunction; CPV: copulative verb; DAT: dative; DEF: definite marker; E: 
egophoric; ERG: ergative; EXV: existential verb; FUT: intentional future; GEN: genitive; IMPR: imperative stem; INS: 
instrumental; INTJ: interjection; LOC: locative; NDEF: nondefinite marker; NEG: negative prefix; NML: nominaliser; NPF: 
nonperfect stem; NPFT: nonperfect; NSEN: nonsensory; PART: particle; PF: perfect stem; PFT: perfect; PLN: place name; PROG: 
progressive; Q: question marker; SEN: sensory; SFT: sentence final tag; STA: stative; TOP: topic marker; TQ: tag question. 

6 We do not mark ‘singular’ in number, ‘absolutive’ in case marking, and ‘statemental’ in evidential category for the sake of 
simplicity, as they are unmarked in the relevant categories. 

7 A phrase which frequently appears and functions as a filler is /ˊtә ri ndә reʔ/. See Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo (2017c). 
8 This compound is a fixed expression. The word for ‘son’ is never pronounced as a /w/-initial as in /wɯ/ attested in the 

compound, but it is always pronounced as /ˊpɯ/. 
9 This numeral does not denote two pairs of ‘mother and son’, but two characters consisting of a ‘mother’ and a ‘son’. There 

is another form /ˉɦȵiː ɣa/ as in (1.5). 
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‘Once upon a time, there was a Mother Sheep and her son.’ 
 

(1.2) ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː-tә ˉndɑː ti `thoʔ-la  
 sheep mother and son two-TOP PLN top-LOC  
 ˉhtsa `za-nә `nduʔ-joʔ-kheː    
 grass eat-CONJ sit-CONT-PFT.NSEN    

‘Mother Sheep and son has sitten eating grass on the top of the Dati hill.’  
 

(1.3) ˉhtsa `za-nә ˉnduʔ-kha ˊte neː ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә 
 grass eat-CONJ sit-when then wolf 
 ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ ^ɦoː-nә gә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˉhtsa ˉza 
 single come-CONJ 2.two10 grass eat 
 ˉtɕhɯ ˉn̥thõ    
 water drink    

‘When (they) sat eating grass, there was a Wolf coming, and (the Wolf said): “You two eat well grass, 
and drink well water!” ’ 

 
(1.4) ˊshɔ̃ ȵi ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵi ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ´jiː  ˉzeː-kheː  
 some days11 2.two eat-FUT.E say-PFT.NSEN  

‘ “In some days, I will eat you two!” it said.’ 
 

(1.5) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa  
 then sheep mother and son two  
 ˉhʈɑː mo `ɦduʔ-kheː    
 very sad-PFT.NSEN    

‘Then both Mother Sheep and son got very sad.’ 
 

(1.6) `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә `nduʔ-kheː `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә 
 for a long time weep-CONJ sit-PFT.NSEN for a long time weep-CONJ 
 `nduʔ-kheː `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә `nduʔ-kheː  
 sit-PFT.NSEN for a long time weep-CONJ sit-PFT.NSEN  

‘(They two), sitting, wept for a long time, wept for a long time, and wept for a long time.’ 
 

(1.7) ˊte ˊrә qoː ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kheː  
 then hare single arrive-put-PFT.NSEN  

‘Then, a Hare arrived.’ 
 
 

                                                        
10 This form is not counted as dual. The second syllable ia a numeral morpheme and can be replaced by any other numerals. 
11 This originally means ‘tomorrow and the day after tomorrow’. 
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(1.8) ˊrә qoː-gә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˊma wɯ `tɕә tә ^ŋɯ-lә ˊjiː 
 hare-ERG 2.two mother and son what weep-NPFT.E 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘The Hare said: “Why do you two cry?” ’12 
 

(1.9) ˉkho ɦȵiː-la ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә-gә `zeː-tu   
 3.two-DAT wolf-ERG say-SEN   

‘The Wolf has said to them two.’ 
 

(1.10) ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵiː-gә nә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˊma wɯ ˉza-sha  
 in two days-CONJ 2.two mother and son eat-NML  
 ˊɦoː-ɦdʑɯ ´jiː `zeː-tu    
 come-FUT say-SEN    

‘(The Wolf) has said: “On the day after tomorrow, I will come to eat you two Mother Sheep and son.” ’ 
 

(1.11) ˉkho ɦȵiː-nә `ɦnɑ̃ mbɛ ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә-gә `hseʔ-ɦdʑɯ ^jiː-reʔ  
 3.two-TOP13 no matter how wolf-ERG kill-FUT-POT  
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘ The Wolf said: “No matter how it is, I will kill you two”.’ 
 

(1.12) ˊte ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-nә ˉtɕhoʔ ˊŋɯ 
 then hare-ERG say-CONJ 2 weep 
 ˊma-ɦgo ˉkho-la ˊlo thɑʔ ˉhtɕiʔ ˊjoʔ 
 NEG-need 3-DAT way one EXV.E 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘Then, the hare said: “You need not weep. I have a way”.’ 
 

(1.13) `tɕә tә ˊlo thɑʔ ˊjoʔ ˉzeː-kheː  
 what way EXV.E say-PFT.NSEN  

‘(The Sheep) said: “Which way do you have?” ’ 
 

(1.14) ˊrә qoː-gә ˉzeː-nә gә    
 hare-ERG say-CONJ    

‘The Hare said:’ 

                                                        
12 The action ‘crying’ might be in a progressive mode in this scene; however, the form used by the storyteller is nonperfect. 
13 The topicalised noun phrase should be interpreted as a part of the direct speech told by the Wolf. Therefore, the third person 

is to be understood as the second person. 
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(1.15) `ɳɖõ bo ˉn̥tshe ɕhu `shõ-nә tә ˊɳɖa ˉhtɕiʔ 
 guest remains of an 

encampment14 
go.IMPR-CONJ similar one 

 ^tɕa-gә ˉɕhә ɣә ˊnɔ̃ `ɦdoʔ ɦdoʔ ˊɦdoʔ ma 
 tea-GEN paper inside piece piece 
 `hsɯ̃ `khɯ-nә ˉɕhoː ˉzeː-kheː  
 three bring-CONJ come.IMPR say-PFT.NSEN  

‘(The Hare) said: “Go to a place of remains of encampment by guests, and come and bring three 
pieces of paper lapping tea leaves”.15’ 

 
(1.16) ˊte ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵiː ˉkho `htseʔ-ɦoː ˉkho 
 then in two days 3 arrive-come 3 
 `htseʔ-ɦoː-kha     
 arrive-come-when     

‘Then, on the day after tomorrow, when (the Wolf) came and arrived,’ 
 

(1.17) `kho-gә ˉkho ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ 
 3-ERG 3 skin kind collect-NML 
 ˊjiː ´tә `zeː-nә ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә ´te-la 
 CPV.E then say-CONJ wolf that-LOC 
 `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kha-la ´te ne ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː `hseʔ ´mә-htɕuʔ 
 arrive-put-when-DAT then 2.two kill NEG-CAUS 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘(The Hare) said: “I am a person16 collecting kinds of skins,” and then “when the Wolf arrived there, 
I don’t make it kill you two”.’ 

 
(1.18) ˊte `kho-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉn̥a ma ˉn̥a tsho 
 then 3-GEN skin kind various 
 ^joʔ tu-tɑː ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ ˉhpɑʔ ^meʔ tu  
 EXV.SEN17-CONJ evil wolf18-GEN skin NEG.EXV.SEN  

‘ “Then I (the Hare) have various kinds of skins, but I don’t have any skin of an evil wolf”.’ 

                                                        
14 This word is typically used for pastoralists. Goldstein (2001: 895) gives a meaning ‘remains of a nomad encampment’. 

However, it can also denote remains left by guests or travellers. 
15 In this context, the guests work as tea traders, who would pass through the Khams region. The Hare’s assumption is that 

there might be papers which lapped tea leaves on their remains of an encampment. 
16 For convenience, we use ‘person’ in the English translation, which represents the Hare in the context. 
17 In everyday conversation, the general form of the sensory existential verb is /^jiː tu/ (see Suzuki et al. 2021: 77). 
18 This form is a compound consisting of the first syllable of the word /ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә/ ‘wolf’ and an adjective /ˊŋɛ̃ ma/ ‘bad’. It is 

used for an address term; see (2.24). This word formation strategy is the same as humilifics (Tsering Samdrup and Suzuki 
2019), which are, however, not used for the second person. 
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(1.19) ˉʔa na ˉkhɯ-ɕhoː ˉzeː-liː  
 here bring-come.IMPR say-NPFT.E  

‘ “I will say: ‘Come and bring (a wolf’s skin) here’.” ’ 
 

(1.20) ˊteː `htseː-kha-la ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː `hseʔ ´mә-htɕuʔ 
 that arrive-when-DAT 2.two kill NEG-CAUS 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘ “When that (Wolf) comes, I don’t make it kill you two”, it (the Hare) says.’ 
 

(2.1) ˊte ˊma wɯ `ɦȵiː ɣa `ɦguʔ-nә `nduʔ-kheː 
 then mother and son two wait-CONJ sit-PFT.NSEN 

‘Then the mother and son just sat waiting.’ 
 

(2.2) ˊte ˉɕhә ɣә ´ɳɖa ´ra htɕiʔ `ɦdɯ-nә 
 then paper similar some collect-CONJ 
 `hta-nә `nduʔ-kheː    
 see-CONJ sit-PFT.NSEN    

‘Then (they two) collected some paper-like stuff and waited and saw.’ 
 

(2.3) `hta-nә `nduʔ-kha-la ´paː htɕiʔ ˊte ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә 
 see-CONJ sit-when-DAT for a while then wolf 
 `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kheː     
 arrive-put-PFT.NSEN     

‘When (they two) waited and saw, the Wolf then came.’ 
 

(2.4) ˊte ˊma wɯ `ɦȵiː ɣa ˊza-sha  
 then mother and son two eat-NML  

‘In order to eat the mother and son, then.’ 
 

(2.5) ˊte `ɦduʔ-kheː ´ɦgõː   
 then sad-PFT.NSEN EXCLM19   

‘Then (they two) got very sad.’ 
 

(2.6) ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-nә    
 hare say-CONJ    

‘The Hare said:’ 
                                                        
19 This exclamative form, differing from interjections (Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo 2020), is merely used in perfect, just 

following a verb predicate. 
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(2.7) ˉkho ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ 
 3 emperor-GEN skin kind collect-NML 
 ˊjiː ˉzeː-kheː    
 CPV.E say-PFT.NSEN    

‘ (The Hare) said: “I am a person of the emperor, who collects various skins”.’ 
 

(2.8) ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː ˉzeː-kheː  
 skin-GEN tax collect-NML CPV.E say-PFT.NSEN  

‘(The Hare) said: “(I) am a person collecting the tax of skin”.’ 
 

(2.9) ˊte ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː  
 then skin-GEN tax collect-NML CPV  
 ˉna ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ˉʈhɛː ˉɦdɯ ˉna ˊte  
 if tax for skin collect if then  

‘Then: “If (I) am a person collecting the tax of skin, if (I) collect the tax of skin”, then,’ 
 

(2.10) `tɕә tә ˊjiː na-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ `tɕә tә ˊjiː na `ʔә-joʔ  
 whichever-GEN skin whichever Q-EXV  
 `hta-ɦgo-nduʔ     
 see-FUT-need     

‘ “(I) need see whichever skins there are”.’ 
 

(2.11) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ˉkhɯ-ɕhoʔ ˉzeː-kheː 
 emperor-GEN edict bring-come.IMPR say-PFT.NSEN 

‘(The Wolf) said: “Come and bring the edict of the emperor”.’ 
 

(2.12) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa-gә  
 then sheep mother and son two-ERG  
 ˉɕhә ɣә ˉhtɕiʔ `hteː-ɦʑɑː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː   
 paper one give-put-pretend-AOR-PFT.NSEN   

‘Then, the Mother Sheep and son pretended to give a paper.’ 
 

(2.13) `pha lu ˊrә qoː-la ˉɕhә ɣә ˉhtɕiʔ `hteː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː 
 over there hare-DAT paper one give-pretend-AOR-PFT.NSEN 

‘(They two) pretended to give a paper to the Hare over there.’ 
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(2.7) ˉkho ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ 
 3 emperor-GEN skin kind collect-NML 
 ˊjiː ˉzeː-kheː    
 CPV.E say-PFT.NSEN    

‘ (The Hare) said: “I am a person of the emperor, who collects various skins”.’ 
 

(2.8) ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː ˉzeː-kheː  
 skin-GEN tax collect-NML CPV.E say-PFT.NSEN  

‘(The Hare) said: “(I) am a person collecting the tax of skin”.’ 
 

(2.9) ˊte ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː  
 then skin-GEN tax collect-NML CPV  
 ˉna ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ˉʈhɛː ˉɦdɯ ˉna ˊte  
 if tax for skin collect if then  

‘Then: “If (I) am a person collecting the tax of skin, if (I) collect the tax of skin”, then,’ 
 

(2.10) `tɕә tә ˊjiː na-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ `tɕә tә ˊjiː na `ʔә-joʔ  
 whichever-GEN skin whichever Q-EXV  
 `hta-ɦgo-nduʔ     
 see-FUT-need     

‘ “(I) need see whichever skins there are”.’ 
 

(2.11) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ˉkhɯ-ɕhoʔ ˉzeː-kheː 
 emperor-GEN edict bring-come.IMPR say-PFT.NSEN 

‘(The Wolf) said: “Come and bring the edict of the emperor”.’ 
 

(2.12) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa-gә  
 then sheep mother and son two-ERG  
 ˉɕhә ɣә ˉhtɕiʔ `hteː-ɦʑɑː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː   
 paper one give-put-pretend-AOR-PFT.NSEN   

‘Then, the Mother Sheep and son pretended to give a paper.’ 
 

(2.13) `pha lu ˊrә qoː-la ˉɕhә ɣә ˉhtɕiʔ `hteː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː 
 over there hare-DAT paper one give-pretend-AOR-PFT.NSEN 

‘(They two) pretended to give a paper to the Hare over there.’ 
 
 
 

 

 
 

(2.14) ˊte htɕiʔ `htɑʔ-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-nә ^joʔ tu  
 then tiger-GEN skin-PART20 EXV.SEN  

‘Then, (the Hare said): “There is a tiger’s skin”,’ 
 

(2.15) `ɦziː-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-nә ^joʔ tu   
 leopard-GEN skin-PART EXV.SEN   

‘ “There is also a leopard’s skin”,’ 
 

(2.16) `ɳɖә ɣo-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-nә ^joʔ tu   
 female yak-GEN skin-PART EXV.SEN   

‘“There is also a female yak’s skin”,’ 
 

(2.17) ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉn̥a ma ˉn̥a tsho ^joʔ tu  
 skin kind various EXV.SEN  

‘ “There are various kinds of skin”.’ 
 

(2.18) ˊte ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ´meʔ-kheː 
 then evil wolf-GEN skin kind NEG.EXV-PFT.NSEN 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘ “Then there is not an evil wolf’s skin.” (the Hare) said.’ 
 

(2.19) ˊrә qoː-gә `tә reʔ ˊtә la ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ 
 hare-ERG INTJ21 there wolf single 
 `htseː-kheː     
 arrive-PFT.NSEN     

‘The Hare (said): “Look, there is a wolf coming”,’ 
 

(2.20) ˊtә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉkhɯ-ɕhoʔ ˉzeː-kheː 
 that skin kind bring-come. IMPR say-PFT.NSEN 

‘ “Come and bring that kind of skin!”, (it) said.’ 
 

(2.21) ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә `htɕiː tә `hʈɑː-ɦʑɑː-kheː   
 wolf very fear-put-PFT.NSEN   

‘The Wolf got very feared.’ 
 

(2.22) `phu le te tә gә ˉphu ˉɕhә hta-zә ˊma-khɯ̃-nә  
 not at all never look back-NML NEG-have time-CONJ  

                                                        
20 This particle is used to give multiple examples. See sentences (2.15) and (2.16).  
21 This expression contains a nuance of ‘suddenly found’ or ‘suddenly noticed’.  
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 ^ɳɖɯ-ɦʑɑː-kheː     
 flee-put-PFT.NSEN     

‘(The Wolf) never had time to look back at all, and fled.’ 
 

(2.23) ˊte ˊma lu ˉhta ɦdzә-tɕiʔ-la `thuʔ-kheː  
 then downwards horse herder-NDEF-DAT meet-PFT.NSEN  

‘Then, (the Wolf) met a horse herder in a lower area.’ 
 

(2.24) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˊɳɖɯ-lә jiː  ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma 
 2 what flee-NPFT  evil wolf 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘ (The herder) said: “Evil Wolf, why are you going to flee?” ’ 
 

(2.25) ˉkho ˊleː ´ɳɖɯ ˉzeː-kheː 
 3 of course flee say-PFT.NSEN 

‘(The Wolf) said: “I’ll of course flee!” ’ 
 

(2.26) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `khɯ-nә ˉhpɑʔ 
 emperor-GEN edict single bring-CONJ skin 
 `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ `htseː-kheː   
 kind collect-NML arrive-PFT.NSEN   

‘ “There arrived a person who collect various skins, bringing an emperor’s edict”.’ 
 

(2.27) ˉkho ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ^meʔ tu `zeː-nә ˉkho 
 3 skin NEG.EXV.SEN say-CONJ 3 
 ^tә gә ´ɳɖɯ-lә jiː ˉzeː-kheː   
 because of that flee-NPFT.E say-PFT.NSEN   

‘(The Wolf) said: “(The Hare) said that my skin lacked, so I’ll flee because of that”.’ 
 

(2.28) ˊte ^tә gә `thoʔ nә ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa 
 then since then sheep mother and son two 
 ˊrә qoː-gә ˉza ´ma-ɕhoː-zә reʔ   
 hare-ERG eat NEG-lose-AOR   

‘Then, since then, the Hare did not let the Mother Sheep and son eaten.’ 
 

(3.122) ˊte ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 
 then happy sun sky-LOC rise 

                                                        
22 The sentences of (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) are one set of verses including the same number of syllables, which mention three 

auspicious phenomena. The first syllable of (3.1) is not counted as a component of the verses. 
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 ^ɳɖɯ-ɦʑɑː-kheː     
 flee-put-PFT.NSEN     

‘(The Wolf) never had time to look back at all, and fled.’ 
 

(2.23) ˊte ˊma lu ˉhta ɦdzә-tɕiʔ-la `thuʔ-kheː  
 then downwards horse herder-NDEF-DAT meet-PFT.NSEN  

‘Then, (the Wolf) met a horse herder in a lower area.’ 
 

(2.24) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˊɳɖɯ-lә jiː  ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma 
 2 what flee-NPFT  evil wolf 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
 say-PFT.NSEN     

‘ (The herder) said: “Evil Wolf, why are you going to flee?” ’ 
 

(2.25) ˉkho ˊleː ´ɳɖɯ ˉzeː-kheː 
 3 of course flee say-PFT.NSEN 

‘(The Wolf) said: “I’ll of course flee!” ’ 
 

(2.26) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `khɯ-nә ˉhpɑʔ 
 emperor-GEN edict single bring-CONJ skin 
 `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ `htseː-kheː   
 kind collect-NML arrive-PFT.NSEN   

‘ “There arrived a person who collect various skins, bringing an emperor’s edict”.’ 
 

(2.27) ˉkho ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ^meʔ tu `zeː-nә ˉkho 
 3 skin NEG.EXV.SEN say-CONJ 3 
 ^tә gә ´ɳɖɯ-lә jiː ˉzeː-kheː   
 because of that flee-NPFT.E say-PFT.NSEN   

‘(The Wolf) said: “(The Hare) said that my skin lacked, so I’ll flee because of that”.’ 
 

(2.28) ˊte ^tә gә `thoʔ nә ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa 
 then since then sheep mother and son two 
 ˊrә qoː-gә ˉza ´ma-ɕhoː-zә reʔ   
 hare-ERG eat NEG-lose-AOR   

‘Then, since then, the Hare did not let the Mother Sheep and son eaten.’ 
 

(3.122) ˊte ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 
 then happy sun sky-LOC rise 

                                                        
22 The sentences of (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) are one set of verses including the same number of syllables, which mention three 

auspicious phenomena. The first syllable of (3.1) is not counted as a component of the verses. 

 
 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
 

(3.2) ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː  
 sadness stick water-INS flush  

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water.’ 
 

(3.3) ˊʈo ma ˊmaː khɯː `nә-la ˉȵ̊tɕhɵʔ  
 silverweed23 melted butter sky-LOC offer  

‘Silverweed with melted butter was offered to the sky.’ 
 
2.2. English translation 
The sheep and the Wolf

(1) Once upon a time, there was a Mother Sheep and her son. One day, both mother and son sitten, 
eating grass on top of Dati Hill. As they were eating the grass, a Wolf approached them and said: ‘You two 
eat plenty of grass well and drink plenty of water! In a few days, I will eat you two!’ Both mother and son 
got very sad. The two wept for a long time, wept for a long time, and wept for a long time. Then, a Hare 
came and asked: ‘Why are you both crying?’ The Wolf had threatened them, ‘On the day after tomorrow, 
I will come to eat you Mother Sheep and son.’ The Wolf continued, ‘No matter how it is, I will kill you 
two.’ The Hare then said: ‘You don’t need to weep. I have a way.’ The Mother Sheep replied: ‘Which way 
do you have?’ The Hare said: ‘Go to a place with the remains of an encampment of guests and bring three 
pieces of paper lapping tea leaves.’ Then, on the day after tomorrow, when the wolf arrives, the hare will 
say: ‘I collect different kinds of skins. When the wolf arrives, I will not let it kill you two. I will say I have 
various kinds of skins but not the skin of an evil wolf, so come and bring a wolf’s skin here. When the 
Wolf comes, I don’t let it kill you two’.  

(2) Then the Mother Sheep and son just sat waiting; they collected some paper-like stuff and waited and 
watched. When the Wolf came to eat them, they got very sad. The Hare said, ‘I am a person of the emperor 
who collects various skins. If I am a person collecting the tax of skin then I need to see whichever skins 
there are.’ The Wolf said: ‘Come and bring the edict of the emperor.’ Then, the Mother Sheep and son 
pretended to give a paper to the hare. Then, the Hare said: ‘There is a tiger’s skin... there is also a leopard’s 
skin... there is also a female yak’s skin... there are various kinds of skin, but there is not an evil wolf’s skin... 
Look, there is a wolf coming, come and bring that kind of skin!’ Then the Wolf got very scared. It never 
took the time to look back at all and fled. Then the wolf met a horse herder in a lower area. The herder said: 
‘Evil Wolf, why are you fleeing?’ The Wolf said: ‘Of course I’m fleeing! There is a hare who collect 
various skins, bringing an emperor’s edict. The Hare said that he lacks my skin, so I’ll flee because of that.’ 
Thus, the Hare did not let the Mother Sheep and son be eaten. 

 (3) Then, the happy sun rose to the sky. A stick of sadness was flushed by the water. Silverweed with 
melted butter was offered to the sky. 
 

                                                        
23 A.k.a. potentilla anserina. 
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2.3. Tibetan translation 

�་��་�་��་�་།   ��་��་��་�ི་། 

༡ ཉི་མ་གནའ་གནའ་ལ། དེ་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཡོད་ཁལ། �ག་མ་�་གཉིས་དི་འདམ་དི་ཐོག་ལ་�་ཟ་ནས་འ�ག་ཡོད་ཁལ། �་ཟ་ནས་འ�ག་ཁ། དེ་ན་�ང་ཁི་

�ོག་ཅིག་འོང་ནི་�། �ོད་གཉིས་�་ཟ་�་འ�ང་། སང་ཉིན་ནིང་ཉི་�ོད་གཉིས་ཟ་�་ཡནི་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་�ག་མསོ་�ག་ཁལ། ཅིག་�་�་ནས་

འ�ག་ཁལ། ཅིག་�་�་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། ཅགི་�་�་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། དེ་རི་བངོ་�ོག་གཅིག་�ེ་ཞག་ཁལ། རི་བོང་གིས་�ོད་གཉིས་མ་�་ཆི་�་�་ལི་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ཁོ་

གཉིས་ལ་�ང་ཁི་�ིས་ཟེར་�ག། ནང་ཉིན་གི་ནི་�ོད་གཉིས་མ་�་ཟ་ས་འོང་�་ཡནི་ཟེར་�ག། ཁོ་གཉིས་ནི་ན་འབེ་�ང་ཁི་བསད་�་ཡནི་རེད་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་ར་ིབོང་

གི་ཟེར་ནས། �ོད་�་མ་དགོས། ཁོ་ལ་ལོ་ཐབས་གཅིག་ཡོད་ཟེར་ཁལ། ཆི་�་ལོ་ཐབས་ཡདོ་ཟེར་ཁལ། རི་བོང་གིས་ཟེར་ནས་�། མ�ོན་པོ་མཚ�ར་�ལ་སོང་ནས་�། 

དེ་འ�་ཅི་�་�ི་ཤོག་�་ནང་�ོག་�ོག་�ོག་མ་ག�མ་�ར་ནས་ཤོག་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་ནང་ཉནི་ཁོ་�ེ་འོང་། ཁོ་�ེ་འངོ་ཁ། ཁོ་�གས་རིགས་བ�་མཁན་ཡིན་དི་ཟརེ་ནས། 

�ང་ཁི་དེ་ལ་�ེ་ཞག་ཁ་ལ། དེ་ནས་�དོ་གཉསི་བསད་མི་བ�ག་ཟརེ་ཁལ། དེ་ཁོ་�་�གས་རིགས་�་མ་�་ཚ�གས་ཡོད་�་ད། �ང་ངན་མ་འི་�གས་�གས་མེད་�། 

�་ན་�ར་ཤོར་ཟེར་ལསི། དེ་�ེ་ཁ་ལ་�ོད་གཉིས་བསད་མི་བ�ག་ཟེར་ཁལ། 

༢ དེ་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་�་�ག་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། དེ་ཤོག་�་འ�་ར་ཅི་བ�་ནས་�་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། �་ནས་འ�ག་ཁ་ལ། བར་ཅགི་དེ་�ང་ཁི་�ེ་ཞག་ཁལ། དེ་མ་�་

གཉིས་ཀ་ཟ་ས། དེ་�ག་ཁལ་དགོངས། རི་བོང་གིས་ཟེར་ནས། ཁོ་�ལ་ནག་གོང་མ་གི་�གས་རིགས་བ�་མཁན་ཡིན་ཟེར་མཁན། �གས་�གས་གི་�ལ་བ�་

མཁན་ཡིན་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�གས་�གས་�ལ་བ�་མཁན་ཡནི་ན། �གས་�གས་�ལ་བ�་ན་དེ། ཆི་�་ཡནི་ན་�་�གས་�གས། ཆི་�་ཡིན་ན་�་�གས་�གས་�་

ཡོད་�་དགོས་འ�ག། �་ནག་གོང་མ་འི་བཀའ་ཤོག་�ར་ཤོག་ཟརེ་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་�་ཤོག་�་ཅིག་�ེར་ཞག་ལོག་ཟིན་ཁལ། �ར་�ས་རི་བངོ་ལ་ཤོག་

�་གཅིག་�ེར་ལོག་ཟི་ཡིན་ཁལ། དེ་ཅི་�ག་གི་�གས་�གས་ནི་ཡོད་�ག། གཟིག་གི་�གས་�གས་ནི་ཡོད་�ག། འ�ི་འོ་གི་�གས་�གས་ནི་ཡོད་�ག། �གས་

རིགས་�་མ་�་ཚ�གས་ཡོད་�ག། དེ་་་་་�ང་ངན་མ་འི་�གས་རིགས་མེད་ཁལ་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ར་ིབོང་གིས། དི་རེད། དེ་ལ་�ང་ཁི་�ོག་ཅིག་�ེ་ཁལ། དི་�གས་རིགས་�ར་

ཤོག་ཟེར་ཁལ། �ང་ཁི་ཅི་�་�ག་ཞག་ཁལ། �ག་ལེ་དེ་�་�། �ག་�ིར་�་ཟི་མ་�མ་ནས་�མ་ཞག་ཁལ། དེ་མར་�ས་�་�ནི་གཅིག་ལ་�ག་ཁལ། �ོད་ཆི་�་�མ་

ལི་ཡིན་�ང་ངན་མ་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ཁོ་ལེ་�མ་ཟརེ་ཁལ། �་ནག་གོང་མ་�་བཀའ་ཤོག་�ོག་ཅིག་�ར་ནས་�གས་རིགས་བ�་མཁན་�ེ་ཁལ། ཁོ་�གས་�གས་མེད་

�ག་ཟེར་ནས། ཁོ་དེ་�་�མ་ལི་ཡིན་ཟརེ་ཁལ། དེ་དི་�་ཐོག་ནས་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་རི་བངོ་གིས་ཟ་མ་ཤརོ་ཟི་རེད། 

༣ དེ་�ིད་ཉི་མ་ད�ང་ལ་ཤར། �ག་�ེ་ག་�་�ིས་�ར། �ོ་མ་མར་�་གནམ་ལ་མཆོད།།  
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2.3. Tibetan translation 

�་��་�་��་�་།   ��་��་��་�ི་། 

༡ ཉི་མ་གནའ་གནའ་ལ། དེ་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཡོད་ཁལ། �ག་མ་�་གཉིས་དི་འདམ་དི་ཐོག་ལ་�་ཟ་ནས་འ�ག་ཡོད་ཁལ། �་ཟ་ནས་འ�ག་ཁ། དེ་ན་�ང་ཁི་

�ོག་ཅིག་འོང་ནི་�། �ོད་གཉིས་�་ཟ་�་འ�ང་། སང་ཉིན་ནིང་ཉི་�ོད་གཉིས་ཟ་�་ཡནི་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་�ག་མསོ་�ག་ཁལ། ཅིག་�་�་ནས་

འ�ག་ཁལ། ཅིག་�་�་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། ཅགི་�་�་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། དེ་རི་བངོ་�ོག་གཅིག་�ེ་ཞག་ཁལ། རི་བོང་གིས་�ོད་གཉིས་མ་�་ཆི་�་�་ལི་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ཁོ་

གཉིས་ལ་�ང་ཁི་�ིས་ཟེར་�ག། ནང་ཉིན་གི་ནི་�ོད་གཉིས་མ་�་ཟ་ས་འོང་�་ཡནི་ཟེར་�ག། ཁོ་གཉིས་ནི་ན་འབེ་�ང་ཁི་བསད་�་ཡནི་རེད་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་ར་ིབོང་

གི་ཟེར་ནས། �ོད་�་མ་དགོས། ཁོ་ལ་ལོ་ཐབས་གཅིག་ཡོད་ཟེར་ཁལ། ཆི་�་ལོ་ཐབས་ཡདོ་ཟེར་ཁལ། རི་བོང་གསི་ཟེར་ནས་�། མ�ོན་པོ་མཚ�ར་�ལ་སོང་ནས་�། 

དེ་འ�་ཅི་�་�ི་ཤོག་�་ནང་�ོག་�ོག་�ོག་མ་ག�མ་�ར་ནས་ཤོག་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་ནང་ཉནི་ཁོ་�ེ་འོང་། ཁོ་�ེ་འངོ་ཁ། ཁོ་�གས་རིགས་བ�་མཁན་ཡིན་དི་ཟརེ་ནས། 

�ང་ཁི་དེ་ལ་�ེ་ཞག་ཁ་ལ། དེ་ནས་�དོ་གཉསི་བསད་མི་བ�ག་ཟརེ་ཁལ། དེ་ཁོ་�་�གས་རིགས་�་མ་�་ཚ�གས་ཡོད་�་ད། �ང་ངན་མ་འི་�གས་�གས་མེད་�། 

�་ན་�ར་ཤོར་ཟེར་ལསི། དེ་�ེ་ཁ་ལ་�ོད་གཉིས་བསད་མི་བ�ག་ཟེར་ཁལ། 

༢ དེ་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་�་�ག་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། དེ་ཤོག་�་འ�་ར་ཅི་བ�་ནས་�་ནས་འ�ག་ཁལ། �་ནས་འ�ག་ཁ་ལ། བར་ཅགི་དེ་�ང་ཁི་�ེ་ཞག་ཁལ། དེ་མ་�་

གཉིས་ཀ་ཟ་ས། དེ་�ག་ཁལ་དགོངས། རི་བོང་གིས་ཟེར་ནས། ཁོ་�ལ་ནག་གོང་མ་གི་�གས་རིགས་བ�་མཁན་ཡིན་ཟེར་མཁན། �གས་�གས་གི་�ལ་བ�་

མཁན་ཡིན་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�གས་�གས་�ལ་བ�་མཁན་ཡནི་ན། �གས་�གས་�ལ་བ�་ན་དེ། ཆི་�་ཡནི་ན་�་�གས་�གས། ཆི་�་ཡིན་ན་�་�གས་�གས་�་

ཡོད་�་དགོས་འ�ག། �་ནག་གོང་མ་འི་བཀའ་ཤོག་�ར་ཤོག་ཟརེ་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་�་ཤོག་�་ཅིག་�ེར་ཞག་ལོག་ཟིན་ཁལ། �ར་�ས་རི་བངོ་ལ་ཤོག་

�་གཅིག་�ེར་ལོག་ཟི་ཡིན་ཁལ། དེ་ཅི་�ག་གི་�གས་�གས་ནི་ཡོད་�ག། གཟིག་གི་�གས་�གས་ནི་ཡོད་�ག། འ�ི་འོ་གི་�གས་�གས་ནི་ཡོད་�ག། �གས་

རིགས་�་མ་�་ཚ�གས་ཡོད་�ག། དེ་་་་་�ང་ངན་མ་འི་�གས་རིགས་མེད་ཁལ་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ར་ིབོང་གིས། དི་རེད། དེ་ལ་�ང་ཁི་�ོག་ཅིག་�ེ་ཁལ། དི་�གས་རིགས་�ར་

ཤོག་ཟེར་ཁལ། �ང་ཁི་ཅི་�་�ག་ཞག་ཁལ། �ག་ལེ་དེ་�་�། �ག་�ིར་�་ཟི་མ་�མ་ནས་�མ་ཞག་ཁལ། དེ་མར་�ས་�་�ནི་གཅིག་ལ་�ག་ཁལ། �ོད་ཆི་�་�མ་

ལི་ཡིན་�ང་ངན་མ་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ཁོ་ལེ་�མ་ཟརེ་ཁལ། �་ནག་གོང་མ་�་བཀའ་ཤོག་�ོག་ཅིག་�ར་ནས་�གས་རིགས་བ�་མཁན་�ེ་ཁལ། ཁོ་�གས་�གས་མེད་

�ག་ཟེར་ནས། ཁོ་དེ་�་�མ་ལི་ཡིན་ཟརེ་ཁལ། དེ་དི་�་ཐོག་ནས་�ག་མ་�་གཉིས་ཀ་རི་བངོ་གིས་ཟ་མ་ཤརོ་ཟི་རེད། 

༣ དེ་�ིད་ཉི་མ་ད�ང་ལ་ཤར། �ག་�ེ་ག་�་�ིས་�ར། �ོ་མ་མར་�་གནམ་ལ་མཆོད།།  

 

 
 

3. Text of the Hare and the Tiger 
3.1. Edited version with interlinear glossing 
This story has five paragraphs and 39 lines in total. 
 

(1.1) ˊȵi ma ˉɦnaː ɦna-la ˊrә qoː ˉhtɕiʔ ^joʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː   
 old time-LOC hare one EXV-AOR24-PFT.NSEN   

‘Once upon a time, there was a Hare.’ 
 

(1.2) ˊrә qoː-tɑ ˉhtɑʔ ˉɦȵiː  ˉkha tɕiʔ ^ɳɖo-zә ^jiː-kheː 
 hare-COM tiger two together go.NPF-AOR-PFT.NSEN 

‘The Hare and a Tiger, the two went together.’ 
 

(1.3) ˊteː `htɑʔ-gә `zeː-nә gә    
 then tiger-ERG say-CONJ   

‘Then, the Tiger said:’ 
 

(1.4) ˊrә qoː ˊrә ŋɛ̃ ma ˉtɕhoʔ ´za-ɦgo-tu `zeː-kheː 
 hare evil hare25 2 eat-need-SEN say-PFT.NSEN 

‘ “Hare, Evil Hare, I want to eat you”.’ 
 

(1.5) ˊteː ˉkho ´ma-za-roʔ-tɑ    
 then 326 NEG-eat-SFT-CONJ27   

‘Then, (the Hare said:) “Please don’t eat me”,’ 
 

(1.6) ˉtɕhoʔ ˊta ri ´ma-za-tɑ  ˉshɔ̃ ȵĩ ´za-ta  
 2 today NEG-eat-CONJ tomorrow eat-SFT 

‘ “You don’t eat (me) today, and eat (me) tomorrow”,’ 
 

(1.7) ˉkho ˊte ˉtshõ mbo ´reʔ-reʔ  `zeː-kheː 
 3 then fat become-STA28 say-PFT.NSEN 

‘ “I will get fat then”, (the Hare) said.’ 
 
 

                                                        
24 This aorist here implies an emphasis on an event happened for a long time ago. See Suzuki and Sonam Wangmo (2018a).  
25 This form is a compound consisting of the first syllable of the word /ˊrә qoː/ ‘hare’ and an adjective /ˊŋɛ̃ ma/ ‘bad’. The 

usage here is an address term. 
26 The third person which appears in an utterance of someone denotes the first person in many cases; however, this is not 

obligatory. 
27 This conjunction has the same form as a comitative marker. However, since case markers are generally not attached to a 

verb stem, this marker is interpreted as a conjunction.  
28 This seems a repetition of the same form; however, the function of each is different. The first is a lexical verb ‘become’, 

and the second is a statement suffix, which is the same form as the statemental copulative verb stem (CPV).  
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(1.8) ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-kheː `htɑʔ-la   
 hare-ERG say-PFT.NSEN tiger-DAT29   

‘The Hare said to the Tiger.’ 
 

(2.1) ˊteː ˊrә qoː ´pha la  ˉtheː-nә gә ˊʈo ma 
 then hare there go.PF-CONJ silverweed 
 `hko-nә `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː      
 dig-CONJ eat-put-PFT.NSEN    

‘Then, the Hare went over there, and it dug and ate silverweed.’ 
 

(2.2) ˊʈo ma `hko-nә ˉza-kha ˊteː ˉhtɑʔ ɦgɛ-gә 
 silverweed dig-CONJ eat-when then tiger30-ERG 
 ˉzeː-nә     
 say-CONJ     

‘When (the Hare) dug and was eating silverweed, the Tiger said:’ 
 

(2.3) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  
 2 what eat-NPFT.E31  say-PFT.NSEN  

‘ “What are you eating?”, (the Tiger) said.’ 
 

(2.4) ˉʔa `tɕә tә ˉza ´ŋa-rɔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ 
 PART32 what eat 1-self-GEN eyeball 
 ˉkha jiː `hko-nә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  
 one of a pair dig-CONJ eat-NPFT.E  say-PFT.NSEN  

‘ “What can I eat? (I) dug and am eating my own eyeball of a pair”, (the Hare) said.’ 
 

(2.5) ˊteː ˊʈo ma ˉhtɕiʔ `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː   `htɑʔ-gә 
 then silverweed one eat-put-PFT.NSEN tiger-ERG33 

‘Then, the Tiger ate silverweed.’ 
 

(2.6) ˉʔa tsiː ˉtɕhoʔ-la-nә ´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ^joʔ-kheː 
 INTJ34 2-DAT-TOP tasty-NDEF eat-NML35 EXV-PFT.NSEN 

                                                        
29 This noun phrase is dislocated. However, it should be interpreted as a supplement by the speaker to clarify the sentence 

meaning. A brief pause also exists the verb and the last noun phrase. 
30 The form of ‘tiger’ here is followed by a suffix /-ɦgɛ/, which frequently appear after a root of nouns for animals. The suffix 

originally means ‘old’; however, Lhagang Tibetan does not take a meaning of literal reading.  
31 The form NPFT can also be used as progressive.  
32 This particle functions as a kind of rhetorical question with an interrogative word.  
33 Again, this noun phrase is dislocated. The narrator might think that this sentence is confusing without the supplementary 

information.  
34 This interjection expresses a surprise.  
35 The construction /´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza-ɦdʑɯ/ ‘tasty thing’ is complicated. The adjective part /´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ/ ‘tasty’ shoud be 

understood as a modifier of the nominalised verb /ˉza-ɦdʑɯ/ ‘thing to eat’. However, the nominaliser /-ɦdʑɯ/ functions as 
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(1.8) ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-kheː `htɑʔ-la   
 hare-ERG say-PFT.NSEN tiger-DAT29   

‘The Hare said to the Tiger.’ 
 

(2.1) ˊteː ˊrә qoː ´pha la  ˉtheː-nә gә ˊʈo ma 
 then hare there go.PF-CONJ silverweed 
 `hko-nә `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː      
 dig-CONJ eat-put-PFT.NSEN    

‘Then, the Hare went over there, and it dug and ate silverweed.’ 
 

(2.2) ˊʈo ma `hko-nә ˉza-kha ˊteː ˉhtɑʔ ɦgɛ-gә 
 silverweed dig-CONJ eat-when then tiger30-ERG 
 ˉzeː-nә     
 say-CONJ     

‘When (the Hare) dug and was eating silverweed, the Tiger said:’ 
 

(2.3) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  
 2 what eat-NPFT.E31  say-PFT.NSEN  

‘ “What are you eating?”, (the Tiger) said.’ 
 

(2.4) ˉʔa `tɕә tә ˉza ´ŋa-rɔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ 
 PART32 what eat 1-self-GEN eyeball 
 ˉkha jiː `hko-nә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  
 one of a pair dig-CONJ eat-NPFT.E  say-PFT.NSEN  

‘ “What can I eat? (I) dug and am eating my own eyeball of a pair”, (the Hare) said.’ 
 

(2.5) ˊteː ˊʈo ma ˉhtɕiʔ `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː   `htɑʔ-gә 
 then silverweed one eat-put-PFT.NSEN tiger-ERG33 

‘Then, the Tiger ate silverweed.’ 
 

(2.6) ˉʔa tsiː ˉtɕhoʔ-la-nә ´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ^joʔ-kheː 
 INTJ34 2-DAT-TOP tasty-NDEF eat-NML35 EXV-PFT.NSEN 

                                                        
29 This noun phrase is dislocated. However, it should be interpreted as a supplement by the speaker to clarify the sentence 

meaning. A brief pause also exists the verb and the last noun phrase. 
30 The form of ‘tiger’ here is followed by a suffix /-ɦgɛ/, which frequently appear after a root of nouns for animals. The suffix 

originally means ‘old’; however, Lhagang Tibetan does not take a meaning of literal reading.  
31 The form NPFT can also be used as progressive.  
32 This particle functions as a kind of rhetorical question with an interrogative word.  
33 Again, this noun phrase is dislocated. The narrator might think that this sentence is confusing without the supplementary 

information.  
34 This interjection expresses a surprise.  
35 The construction /´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza-ɦdʑɯ/ ‘tasty thing’ is complicated. The adjective part /´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ/ ‘tasty’ shoud be 

understood as a modifier of the nominalised verb /ˉza-ɦdʑɯ/ ‘thing to eat’. However, the nominaliser /-ɦdʑɯ/ functions as 

 
 

‘(The Tiger said): “Wow, you have a tasty thing to eat!” ’ 
 

(2.7) `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә `hko-ta `zeː-kheː 
 3-DAT eyeball one of a pair-DEF dig-SFT say-PFT.NSEN 

‘ “Dig one of (my) eyeballs for me”, (the Tiger) said.’ 
 

(2.8) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-gә ˊʈo ma ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htɑʔ-la 
 then hare-ERG silverweed single tiger-DAT 
 ^ɦʑiː-kheː     
 give-PFT.NSEN     

‘The Hare then gave one silverweed to the Tiger.’ 
 

(2.9) ´ɦo ´ʑĩ mbo ´hʈɑː mo ^jiː-kheː `zeː-kheː 
 INTJ tasty very CPV-PFT.NSEN say-PFT.NSEN 

‘ “Oh, (this is) very tasty,” (the Tiger) said.’ 
 

(3.1) ˊteː ˉkho-rɔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә ˉphiː-tshaː-reʔ-mo 
 then 3-self-GEN eyeball one of a pair-DEF dig36-ACH-CPV-SFT 

‘Then, its [Tiger’s] one of the eyeballs has already been dug out, right?’ 
 

(3.2) ˊteː ta `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә ˉphiː-ɦʑɑʔ 
 then 3-DAT eyeball one of a pair-DEF dig-put37 
 `zeː-kheː `htɑʔ-gә    
 say-PFT.NSEN tiger-ERG38    

‘Then, the Tiger said: “Dig out the (other) eyeball of two for me”.’ 
 

(3.3) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-tә ˊŋeː htsa ˊŋɛ̃ mba ˊreʔ  
 then hare-DEF with a whole bag of tricks CPV  

‘Then, the Hare is one which has a whole bag of tricks.’ 
 

(3.4) ˊʈɑʔ ˉn̥thõ mbo `htɕiʔ-gә `kha-la ^pha la 
 cliff high one-GEN edge-LOC there 
 `ɳ̊ʈhiʔ-ɦʑɑː-kheː     
 lead-put-PFT.NSEN     

‘(The Hare) led (the Tiger) thither on the edge of a high cliff.’ 
 

                                                        
nominalisation of /´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza/ ‘eat something tasty’.  

36 The verb /ˉphiː/ means ‘make (a hole)’; however, it can be translated here as ‘dig’.  
37 This in a request form with a secondary verb /-ɦʑɑʔ/ ‘put’. It has a stronger imperative nuance than the particle /-ta/, as in 

(1.6).  
38 This noun phrase is dislocated. It should be interpreted as a supplement by the speaker to clarify the sentence meaning.  
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(3.5) ˊte ˊta `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː 
 then that time 3-DAT eyeball one of a pair 
 ^joʔ reʔ-mo     
 EXV-SFT     

‘Then, that time, one eyeball exists in it (the Tiger), right?’ 
 

(3.6) ˉkha jiː ^joʔ ´ma reʔ-mo    
 one of a pair EXV.NEG-SFT    

‘Another eyeball does not exist, right?’ 
 

(3.7) ˊteː ta ˊta `tɕhoʔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә 
 then now 2-GEN eyeball one of a pair-DEF 
 `hko-nә ˉza-lә `ʔә jiː `zeː-kheː   
 dig-CONJ eat-NPFT.Q say-PFT.NSEN   

‘Then, (the Hare) said: “Now, do I dig your eyeball and are you going to eat (it)?” ’ 
 

(3.8) ˊte `htɑʔ-gә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  
 then tiger-ERG eat-NPFT.E say-PFT.NSEN  

‘Then, the Tiger said: “I’m going to eat”,’ 
 

(3.9) ˊte `tɕhoʔ-gә ˉkha jiː-tә `hko-ta  
 then 2-ERG one of a pair-DEF dig-SFT  

‘ “You dig the other (eyeball)”.’ 
 

(4.1) ˊte `ʔa ɦdeː ˉna ´ɦdeː    
 then as expected    

‘Then, as expected,’ 
 

(4.2) ˊrә qoː-gә ˊŋɛ ̃`ɦzu-nә gә    
 hare-ERG do evil thing-CONJ    

‘The Hare did an evil thing.’ 
 

(4.3) `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˊŋo ma-tә  `hko-nә gә   
 eyeball real-DEF dig-CONJ   

‘(The Hare) dug the real eyeball.’ 
 

(4.4) ˊrә qoː-gә `htɑʔ-la ^ɦʑiː-kheː   
 hare-ERG tiger-DAT give-PFT.NSEN   

‘The Hare gave (it) to the Tiger.’ 
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(3.5) ˊte ˊta `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː 
 then that time 3-DAT eyeball one of a pair 
 ^joʔ reʔ-mo     
 EXV-SFT     

‘Then, that time, one eyeball exists in it (the Tiger), right?’ 
 

(3.6) ˉkha jiː ^joʔ ´ma reʔ-mo    
 one of a pair EXV.NEG-SFT    

‘Another eyeball does not exist, right?’ 
 

(3.7) ˊteː ta ˊta `tɕhoʔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә 
 then now 2-GEN eyeball one of a pair-DEF 
 `hko-nә ˉza-lә `ʔә jiː `zeː-kheː   
 dig-CONJ eat-NPFT.Q say-PFT.NSEN   

‘Then, (the Hare) said: “Now, do I dig your eyeball and are you going to eat (it)?” ’ 
 

(3.8) ˊte `htɑʔ-gә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  
 then tiger-ERG eat-NPFT.E say-PFT.NSEN  

‘Then, the Tiger said: “I’m going to eat”,’ 
 

(3.9) ˊte `tɕhoʔ-gә ˉkha jiː-tә `hko-ta  
 then 2-ERG one of a pair-DEF dig-SFT  

‘ “You dig the other (eyeball)”.’ 
 

(4.1) ˊte `ʔa ɦdeː ˉna ´ɦdeː    
 then as expected    

‘Then, as expected,’ 
 

(4.2) ˊrә qoː-gә ˊŋɛ ̃`ɦzu-nә gә    
 hare-ERG do evil thing-CONJ    

‘The Hare did an evil thing.’ 
 

(4.3) `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˊŋo ma-tә  `hko-nә gә   
 eyeball real-DEF dig-CONJ   

‘(The Hare) dug the real eyeball.’ 
 

(4.4) ˊrә qoː-gә `htɑʔ-la ^ɦʑiː-kheː   
 hare-ERG tiger-DAT give-PFT.NSEN   

‘The Hare gave (it) to the Tiger.’ 
 

 
 

(4.5) ˊte ˉhtɑʔ ɦgɛ `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉtɕha htɕiʔ-tә ˊmeʔ-ŋ̊khɛ 
 then tiger eyeball pair-DEF EXV.NEG-NML 
 ^reʔ-kheː     
 become-PFT.NSEN     

‘Then, the Tiger became one which did not have the pair of eyeballs.’ 
 

(4.6) ˊte ˊrә qoː-gә ˊta ri ˉtɕhoʔ `pha la 
 then hare-ERG now 2 over there 
 ˊʈe meː ˉnɯː `zeː-kheː   
 a little move say-PFT.NSEN   

‘Then, the Hare said: “Now you move a little over there”.’ 
 

(4.7) ˉʔa khɯ ˉhtɑʔ ˉɕhә-nɯː-zә ˊmә tshɛ ˉȵdʑa riː ˊjɑː mo 
 uncle tiger DIR-move-NML otherwise stripe beautiful 
 ^me-gә `n̥tshiʔ-ɕә ^jiʔ tu `zeː-kheː   
 fire-INS burn-PROG.SEN say-PFT.NSEN   

‘ “Uncle Tiger, you move back; otherwise, the beautiful stripe is being burnt by fire,” (the Hare) said.’ 
 

(4.8) ˊteː `pha la ˉɕhә-nɯː ˊʈe meː ˉɦzu-kha 
 then over there DIR-move a little do-when 
 ˊjɔ̃ ˉɕhә-nɯː ˊʈe meː ˉɦzu-kha  
 again DIR-move a little do-when  

‘Then, when (the Tiger) moved back a little, and again (it) moved back a little,’ 
 

(4.9) ˊʈɑʔ thoʔ ^ʈɑʔ ɦʑɑʔ `l̥ũ-nә ˉhtɑʔ ^tә la 
 top of cliff bottom of cliff fall39-CONJ tiger there 
 `hseʔ-tɕhɑʔ-zә reʔ     
 kill-can-AOR     

‘(The Hare) made (the Tiger) fall from the top to the bottom of the cliff and was able to kill the Tiger 
there.’ 

 
(4.10) ˊmә tshɛ ˊrә qoː `hseʔ-ɦgo `hsɑ̃-kheː  
 otherwise hare kill-FUT think-PFT.NSEN  
 ˉʔa khɯ ˉhtɑʔ-gә     
 uncle tiger-ERG     

‘Otherwise, Uncle Tiger intended to kill the Hare.’ 
 

                                                        
39 This expression is nearly idiomatic. The two noun phrases preceding the verb have no case marking. However, following 

the context of the utterance, it is clear that they two are related to each other and thus denote ‘from the top of the cliff to its 
bottom’.  
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(5.1) ˊte ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 
 then happy sun sky-LOC rise 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
 

(5.2) ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː  
 sadness stick water-INS flush  

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water.’ 
 

(5.3) ˊ ʈo ma ˊmaː khɯː `nә-la ˉȵ̊tɕhɵʔ  
 silverweed melted butter sky-LOC offer  

‘Silverweed with melted butter was offered to the sky.’ 
 
3.2. English translation 
The Hare and the Tiger 

(1) Once upon a time, there was a Hare and a Tiger; the two went together. One day, the Tiger said: 
‘Hare, Evil Hare! I want to eat you.’ The Hare replied: ‘Please don’t eat me. Don’t eat me today; eat me 
tomorrow, I will get fat then.’ 

(2) Then, the Hare went over there, and dug up and ate silverweed. When the Hare dug and was eating 
silverweed, the Tiger said: ‘What are you eating?’ ‘What can I eat? I dug out and am eating one of my own 
eyeballs’, the Hare replied. Then, the Tiger ate silverweed. The Tiger said: ‘Wow, you have a tasty thing to 
eat! Dig out one of my eyeballs for me.’ The Hare then gave one silverweed to the Tiger. ‘Oh, this is very 
tasty’, the Tiger said. 

(3) After one of the Tiger’s eyeballs had already been dug out, the Tiger said: ‘Dig out the other 
eyeball for me.’ Then, the Hare, who had a whole bag of tricks, led the Tiger thither on the edge of a high 
cliff. At that time, the Tiger had only one eyeball, and the other eyeball does not exist, right? Then, the hare 
said: ‘Now, if I dig out your eyeball, will you eat it?’ The Tiger said: ‘I will eat it. You dig out the other 
eyeball.’ 

(4) Then, as expected, the Hare did an evil thing. The Hare dug a real eyeball and gave it to the Tiger. 
The Tiger lost both his eyeballs. Then, the Hare said: ‘Now you move a little over there. Uncle Tiger, you 
move back; otherwise, the beautiful stripe will be burnt by fire.’ When the Tiger moved back a little, again 
back a little, the Hare made the tiger fall from the top to the bottom of the cliff and was able to kill the Tiger 
there. Otherwise, Uncle Tiger had intended to kill the Hare. 

(5) Then, the happy sun rose to the sky. A stick of sadness was flushed by the water. Silverweed with 
melted butter was offered to the sky. 
 
3.3. Tibetan translation 

�་��་�་��་�་�   རི་བོ�་��་��་� 

༡ ཉི་མ་གནའ་གནའ་ལ། རི་བོང་གཅགི་ཡདོ་ཟི་ཡིན་ཁལ། རི་བོང་དང་�ག་གཉིས་ཁ་ཅིག་འ�ོ་ཟི་ཡིན་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་གི་ཟེར་ནི་�། རི་བོང་རི་ངན་མ་�ོད་ཟ་
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(5.1) ˊte ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 
 then happy sun sky-LOC rise 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
 

(5.2) ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː  
 sadness stick water-INS flush  

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water.’ 
 

(5.3) ˊ ʈo ma ˊmaː khɯː `nә-la ˉȵ̊tɕhɵʔ  
 silverweed melted butter sky-LOC offer  

‘Silverweed with melted butter was offered to the sky.’ 
 
3.2. English translation 
The Hare and the Tiger 

(1) Once upon a time, there was a Hare and a Tiger; the two went together. One day, the Tiger said: 
‘Hare, Evil Hare! I want to eat you.’ The Hare replied: ‘Please don’t eat me. Don’t eat me today; eat me 
tomorrow, I will get fat then.’ 

(2) Then, the Hare went over there, and dug up and ate silverweed. When the Hare dug and was eating 
silverweed, the Tiger said: ‘What are you eating?’ ‘What can I eat? I dug out and am eating one of my own 
eyeballs’, the Hare replied. Then, the Tiger ate silverweed. The Tiger said: ‘Wow, you have a tasty thing to 
eat! Dig out one of my eyeballs for me.’ The Hare then gave one silverweed to the Tiger. ‘Oh, this is very 
tasty’, the Tiger said. 

(3) After one of the Tiger’s eyeballs had already been dug out, the Tiger said: ‘Dig out the other 
eyeball for me.’ Then, the Hare, who had a whole bag of tricks, led the Tiger thither on the edge of a high 
cliff. At that time, the Tiger had only one eyeball, and the other eyeball does not exist, right? Then, the hare 
said: ‘Now, if I dig out your eyeball, will you eat it?’ The Tiger said: ‘I will eat it. You dig out the other 
eyeball.’ 

(4) Then, as expected, the Hare did an evil thing. The Hare dug a real eyeball and gave it to the Tiger. 
The Tiger lost both his eyeballs. Then, the Hare said: ‘Now you move a little over there. Uncle Tiger, you 
move back; otherwise, the beautiful stripe will be burnt by fire.’ When the Tiger moved back a little, again 
back a little, the Hare made the tiger fall from the top to the bottom of the cliff and was able to kill the Tiger 
there. Otherwise, Uncle Tiger had intended to kill the Hare. 

(5) Then, the happy sun rose to the sky. A stick of sadness was flushed by the water. Silverweed with 
melted butter was offered to the sky. 
 
3.3. Tibetan translation 

�་��་�་��་�་�   རི་བོ�་��་��་� 

༡ ཉི་མ་གནའ་གནའ་ལ། རི་བོང་གཅགི་ཡདོ་ཟི་ཡིན་ཁལ། རི་བོང་དང་�ག་གཉིས་ཁ་ཅིག་འ�ོ་ཟི་ཡིན་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་གི་ཟེར་ནི་�། རི་བོང་རི་ངན་མ་�ོད་ཟ་

 
 

དགོས་�ག་ཟེར་ཁལ། ཁོ་མ་ཟ་རོགས་དང་། �ོད་ད་རིང་མ་ཟ་དང་སང་ཉིན་ཟ་ད། ཁོ་དེ་ཚ�ན་པོ་རེད་རེད་ཟེར་ཁལ།  རི་བོང་གི་ཟརེ་མཁན་�ག་ལ། 

༢ དེ་རི་བངོ་ཕར་ལ་ཐལ་ནས་�། �ོ་མ་�ོ་ནས་ཟ་བཞག་ཁལ། �ོ་མ་�ོ་ནས་ཟ་ཁ། དེ་�ག་�ན་�་ཟེར་ནི། �ོད་ཆི་དི་ཟ་ལི་ཟེར་ཁལ། ཨ་ཆི་དི་ཟ། ང་རང་གི་མིག་

�ོག་ཁ་ཡན་�ོ་ནི་ཟ་ལི་ཡིན་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�ོ་མ་ཅིག་ཟ་བཞག་ཁལ། �ག་གི། ཨ་ཙི། �ོད་ལ་ནི་ཞིམ་པོ་ཅིག་ཟ་�་ཡདོ་ཁལ། ཁོ་ལ་མིག་�གོ་ཁ་ཡན་�་�ོ་ད་ཟེར་ཁལ། 

དེ་རི་བོང་གི་�ོ་མ་�ོག་གཅིག་�ག་ལ་�ིན་ཁལ། འོ་་ཞིམ་པོ་�ག་མོ་ཡིན་མཁན་ཟེར་ཁལ། 

༣ དེ་ཁོ་རོ་�་མིག་�ོག་ཁ་ཡན་དེ་ཕིགས་ཚར་རེད་མོད། དེ་ད་ཁོ་ལ་མིག་�ོག་ཁ་ཡན་དེ་ཕིགས་བཞག་ཟེར་ཁལ། �ག་གི། དེ་རི་བོང་དེ་ངེས་�་ངན་པ་རེད། �ག་

མཐནོ་པོ་གཅིག་གི་ཁ་ལ་ཕར་ལ་འ�ིད་བཞག་ཁལ། དེ་ད་ཁོ་ལ་མགི་�ོག་ཁ་ཡན་ཡོད་རདེ་མོད། ཁ་ཡན་ཡོད་མ་རེད་མོད། དེ་ད། ་ད་་�དོ་�་མིག་�ོག་ཁ་ཡན་དེ་�ོ་

ནི་ཟ་ལི་འི་ཡནི་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་གི་ཟ་ལི་ཡནི་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་�ོད་�་ཁ་ཡན་དེ་�ོ་ད།  

༤ དེ་ཨེ་བདེན་ན་བདནེ། རི་བངོ་གི་ངན་བཟོ་ནི་�། མིག་�ོག་ངོ་མ་དེ་�ོ་ནི་�་། རི་བོང་གི་�ག་ལ་�ིན་ཁལ། དེ་�ག་�ན་མིག་�ོག་ཆ་ཅིག་�་མདེ་མཁན་རདེ་

ཁལ། དེ་རི་བངོ་གི་ད་རིང་། �ོད་ཕར་ལ་�ན་མེས་�ར་ཟརེ་ཁལ། ཨ་�་�ག་�ིར་�ར་ཟི་མི་ཚད། འཇའ་རིས་ཡག་མོ་མེ་�་འཚིག་�ས་�་ཟེར་ཁལ། དེ་ཕར་ལ་�ིར་

�ར་�ན་མེས་ཟི་ཁ། ཡང་�ིར་�ར་�ན་མེས་ཟ་ིཁ། �ག་ཐོག་�ག་བཞག་�ང་ནི། �ག་དེ་ལ་བསད་ཆག་ཟིན་རདེ། མི་ཚད་རི་བོང་བསད་དགོས་བསམ་ཁལ། ཨ་�་

�ག་གི། 

༥ དེ་�ིད་ཉི་མ་ད�ང་ལ་�ར། �ག་�ེ་ག་�་�ིས་�ར། �ོ་མ་མར་�་གནམ་ལ་མཆོད།།  

 
Appendix: Transcription based on the recording 
Participants: 3 people (Storyteller, Recorder/Audience 1 [Second author], and Audience 2)  
Note for the turn: Unmarked = Storyteller; A = Audience 1 (Second author); B = Audience 2; +A = 
Storyteller with Audience 1 
 
(A) The Sheep and the Wolf 

(1) ˊȵi ma ˉɦnaː ɦna-la ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ^joʔ-kheː  
‘Once upon a time, there were Mother Sheep and son.’ 

(2)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(3) ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː-tә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˉndɑː ti `thoʔ-la ˉhtsa `za-nә 
 `nduʔ-joʔ-kheː        

‘Mother Sheep and son, euh... have sitten eating grass on the top of the Dati hill.’  
(4)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
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(5) ˉhtsa `za-nә ˉnduʔ-kha ˊte neː ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ ^ɦoː-nә gә  
 ˊteː ˉzeː ɦdʑɯ tә la ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˉhtsa ˉza ˉtɕhɯ ˉn̥thõ 

‘When (they) sat eating grass, there was a Wolf coming, and then, how to say, said: “You two eat well 
grass, and drink well water!” ’ 

(6) ˊshɔ̃ ȵi ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵi ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ɕː ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ´jiː  ˉzeː-kheː 
‘ “In some days, I will eat you two!” it said.’ 

(7)A: `mː  ˉhә    
‘Yes, haha.’ 

(8) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa ˉhʈɑː mo    `ɦduʔ-kheː  
‘Then both Mother Sheep and son got very sad.’ 

(9)A: `mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(10) `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә `nduʔ-kheː `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә     `nduʔ-kheː 
 `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә `nduʔ-kheː   

‘(They two) wept for a long time, wept for a long time, and wept for a long time.’ 
(11)A: ˊteː     

‘And then?’ 
(12) ˊte ˊrә qoː ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kheː  

‘Then, a Hare arrived.’ 
(13)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(14) ˊrә qoː-gә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˊma wɯ `tɕә tә ^ŋɯ-lә ˊjiː    ˉzeː-kheː 

‘The Hare said: “Why do you two cry?” ’ 
(15)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(16) ˉkho ɦȵiː-la ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә-gә `zeː-tu   

‘The Wolf has said to them two.’ 
(17) ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵiː-gә nә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˊma wɯ ˉza-sha   ˊɦoː-ɦdʑɯ ´jiː   `zeː-tu  

‘(It) has said: “On the day after tomorrow, I will come to eat you two Mother Sheep and son.” ’ 
(18) ˉkho ɦȵiː-nә `ɦnɑ̃ mbɛ ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә-gә `hseʔ-ɦdʑɯ ^jiː-reʔ   ˉzeː-kheː  

‘ The Wolf said: “No matter how it is, I will kill you two”.’ 
(19)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(20) ˊte ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-nә ˉtɕhoʔ ˊŋɯ   ˊma-ɦgo   ˉkho-la   ˊlo thɑʔ 
 ˉhtɕiʔ ˊjoʔ ˉzeː-kheː   

‘Then, the Hare said: “You don’t need weep. I have a way”.’ 
(21)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(22) `tɕә tә ˊlo thɑʔ ˊjoʔ ˉzeː-kheː  

‘(The Sheep) said: “Which way do you have?” ’ 
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(5) ˉhtsa `za-nә ˉnduʔ-kha ˊte neː ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ ^ɦoː-nә gә  
 ˊteː ˉzeː ɦdʑɯ tә la ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˉhtsa ˉza ˉtɕhɯ ˉn̥thõ 

‘When (they) sat eating grass, there was a Wolf coming, and then, how to say, said: “You two eat well 
grass, and drink well water!” ’ 

(6) ˊshɔ̃ ȵi ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵi ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ɕː ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ´jiː  ˉzeː-kheː 
‘ “In some days, I will eat you two!” it said.’ 

(7)A: `mː  ˉhә    
‘Yes, haha.’ 

(8) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa ˉhʈɑː mo    `ɦduʔ-kheː  
‘Then both Mother Sheep and son got very sad.’ 

(9)A: `mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(10) `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә `nduʔ-kheː `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә     `nduʔ-kheː 
 `htɕiʔ tә ^ŋɯ-nә `nduʔ-kheː   

‘(They two) wept for a long time, wept for a long time, and wept for a long time.’ 
(11)A: ˊteː     

‘And then?’ 
(12) ˊte ˊrә qoː ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kheː  

‘Then, a Hare arrived.’ 
(13)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(14) ˊrә qoː-gә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˊma wɯ `tɕә tә ^ŋɯ-lә ˊjiː    ˉzeː-kheː 

‘The Hare said: “Why do you two cry?” ’ 
(15)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(16) ˉkho ɦȵiː-la ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә-gә `zeː-tu   

‘The Wolf has said to them two.’ 
(17) ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵiː-gә nә ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː ˊma wɯ ˉza-sha   ˊɦoː-ɦdʑɯ ´jiː   `zeː-tu  

‘(It) has said: “On the day after tomorrow, I will come to eat you two Mother Sheep and son.” ’ 
(18) ˉkho ɦȵiː-nә `ɦnɑ̃ mbɛ ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә-gә `hseʔ-ɦdʑɯ ^jiː-reʔ   ˉzeː-kheː  

‘ The Wolf said: “No matter how it is, I will kill you two”.’ 
(19)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(20) ˊte ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-nә ˉtɕhoʔ ˊŋɯ   ˊma-ɦgo   ˉkho-la   ˊlo thɑʔ 
 ˉhtɕiʔ ˊjoʔ ˉzeː-kheː   

‘Then, the Hare said: “You don’t need weep. I have a way”.’ 
(21)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(22) `tɕә tә ˊlo thɑʔ ˊjoʔ ˉzeː-kheː  

‘(The Sheep) said: “Which way do you have?” ’ 

 
 

(23) ˊɦɖo ˊɦdʑa po-gә ˊtә ri ndә    
‘Euh, the king... let me see.’ 

(24) ˊrә qoː-gә ˉzeː-nә gә    
‘The Hare said:’ 

(25) `ɳɖõ bo ˉn̥tshe ɕhu `shõ-nә tә ˊɳɖa ˉhtɕiʔ   ^tɕa-gә   ˉɕhә ɣә   ˊnɔ̃ 
 `ɦdoʔ ɦdoʔ ˊɦdoʔ ma `hsɯ̃ `khɯ-nә ˉɕhoː   ˉzeː-kheː 

‘(The Hare) said: “Go to a place of remains of encampment by guests, and come and bring three 
pieces of paper lapping tea leaves”.’ 

(26)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(27) ˊte ˉɦnɔ̃ ȵiː ˉkho `htseʔ-ɦoː ˉkho   `htseʔ-ɦoː-kha 
‘Then, on the day after tomorrow, when (the Wolf) came and arrived,’ 

(28) `kho-gә ˉkho ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ   ˊjiː   ´tә   `zeː-nә   ˉ htɕɔ̃ khә 
 ´te-la `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kha-la ´te ne   ˉtɕhoː ɦȵ.   ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː   `hseʔ   ´mә-htɕuʔ 
 ˉzeː-kheː     

‘(The Hare) said: “I am a person collecting kinds of skins,” and then “when the Wolf arrived there, I 
don’t make it kill you two”.’ 

(29)A: `mː ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉzeː-ɦdʑɯ-na  
‘Yes, (what is) the thing called skin-kind?’ 

(30) ˊte ˉhpɑʔ pa ˉzeː-nә   
‘That is a (kind of) skin, and...’ 

(31)A: ˉmː     
‘Okay.’ (backchannel) 

(32) ˊluʔ hpɑʔ ˉhtɑʔ hpɑʔ ˉtshә nә rә  
‘Like sheepskin, tiger skin, that is a (kind of) skin, and...’ 

(33)A: ˊluʔ hpɑʔ-tɕiʔ ˉmː     
‘Sheepskin... okay.’ 

(34) ˉhpɑʔ pa `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˉzeː-liː ˉzeː-kheː  
‘(The Hare) said “I talk as a person collecting kinds of skins.” ’ 

(35)A: ˉmː     
‘Okay.’ (backchannel) 

(36) ˊte `kho-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉn̥a ma ˉn̥a tsho   ^joʔ tu-tɑː 
 ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ ˉhpɑʔ ^meʔ tu  

‘ “Then I [the Hare] have various kinds of skins, but I don’t have any skin of an evil wolf”.’ 
(37) ˉʔa na ˉkhɯ-ɕhoː ˉzeː-liː  

‘ “I will say: ‘Come and bring (a wolf’s skin) here’.” ’ 
(38)A: ˉmː hnː    

‘Okay, haha.’ 
(39) ˊteː `htseː-kha-la ˊtә nә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˉtɕhoː ɦȵiː   `hseʔ   ´mә-htɕuʔ 
 ˉzeː-kheː     
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‘ “When that (Wolf) comes, I don’t make it kill you two”, it [the Hare] says.’ 
(40)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(41) ˊte ˊma wɯ `ɦȵiː ɣa `ɦguʔ-nә `nduʔ-kheː 

‘Then the mother and son just sat waiting.’ 
(42) ˊte ˉɕhә ɣә ´ɳɖa ´ra htɕiʔ `ɦdɯ-nә   `hta-nә   `nduʔ-kheː 

‘Then (they two) collected some paper-like stuff and waited and saw.’ 
(43) `hta-nә `nduʔ-kha-la ´paː htɕiʔ ˊte ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә   `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kheː 

‘When (they two) waited and saw, the Wolf then came.’ 
(44)A: teː     

‘And then?’ 
(45) ˊte ˊma wɯ `ɦȵiː ɣa ˊza-sha  

‘In order to eat the mother and son, then.’ 
(46)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(47) ˊte `ɦduʔ-kheː ´ɦgõː   

‘Then (they two) got very sad.’ 
(48) ˊte ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˊqәː ˊrә qoː-gә ˊrә qoː-gә-la `zeː-nә  

‘Then, let me see... euh, the Hare... the Hare said...’ 
(49) ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-nә    

‘The Hare said:’ 
(50) ˉkho ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ   ˊjiː   ˉzeː-kheː 

‘ (The Hare) said: “I am a person of the emperor, who collects various skins”.’ 
(51)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(52) ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː ˉzeː-kheː  

‘(The Hare) said: “(I) am a person collecting the tax of skin”.’ 
(53) ˊte ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː   ˉna   ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ˉʈhɛː   ˉɦdɯ  
 ˉna ˊte  

‘Then: “If (I) am a person collecting the tax of skin, if (I) collect the tax of skin”, then,’ 
(54) ˉtɕhoʔ ˊtә ri ndә reʔ      

‘You, let me see...’ 
(55) `tɕә tә ˊjiː na-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ `tɕә tә ˊjiː na `ʔә-joʔ   `hta-ɦgo-nduʔ  

‘ “(I) need see whichever skins there are”.’ 
(56) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ˉkhɯ-ɕhoʔ ˉzeː-kheː 

‘(The Wolf) said: “Come and bring the edict of the emperor”.’ 
(57)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel)  
(58) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa-gә   ˉɕhә ɣә   ˉhtɕiʔ   `hteː-ɦʑɑː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː  

‘Then, the Mother Sheep and son pretended to give a paper.’ 
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‘ “When that (Wolf) comes, I don’t make it kill you two”, it [the Hare] says.’ 
(40)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(41) ˊte ˊma wɯ `ɦȵiː ɣa `ɦguʔ-nә `nduʔ-kheː 

‘Then the mother and son just sat waiting.’ 
(42) ˊte ˉɕhә ɣә ´ɳɖa ´ra htɕiʔ `ɦdɯ-nә   `hta-nә   `nduʔ-kheː 

‘Then (they two) collected some paper-like stuff and waited and saw.’ 
(43) `hta-nә `nduʔ-kha-la ´paː htɕiʔ ˊte ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә   `htseː-ɦʑɑː-kheː 

‘When (they two) waited and saw, the Wolf then came.’ 
(44)A: teː     

‘And then?’ 
(45) ˊte ˊma wɯ `ɦȵiː ɣa ˊza-sha  

‘In order to eat the mother and son, then.’ 
(46)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(47) ˊte `ɦduʔ-kheː ´ɦgõː   

‘Then (they two) got very sad.’ 
(48) ˊte ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˊqәː ˊrә qoː-gә ˊrә qoː-gә-la `zeː-nә  

‘Then, let me see... euh, the Hare... the Hare said...’ 
(49) ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-nә    

‘The Hare said:’ 
(50) ˉkho ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ   ˊjiː   ˉzeː-kheː 

‘ (The Hare) said: “I am a person of the emperor, who collects various skins”.’ 
(51)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(52) ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː ˉzeː-kheː  

‘(The Hare) said: “(I) am a person collecting the tax of skin”.’ 
(53) ˊte ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-gә ˉʈhɛː `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ ˊjiː   ˉna   ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ˉʈhɛː   ˉɦdɯ  
 ˉna ˊte  

‘Then: “If (I) am a person collecting the tax of skin, if (I) collect the tax of skin”, then,’ 
(54) ˉtɕhoʔ ˊtә ri ndә reʔ      

‘You, let me see...’ 
(55) `tɕә tә ˊjiː na-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ `tɕә tә ˊjiː na `ʔә-joʔ   `hta-ɦgo-nduʔ  

‘ “(I) need see whichever skins there are”.’ 
(56) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ˉkhɯ-ɕhoʔ ˉzeː-kheː 

‘(The Wolf) said: “Come and bring the edict of the emperor”.’ 
(57)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel)  
(58) ˊte ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa-gә   ˉɕhә ɣә   ˉhtɕiʔ   `hteː-ɦʑɑː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː  

‘Then, the Mother Sheep and son pretended to give a paper.’ 

 
 

(59)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(60) ˊtә ri ndә reʔ `pha lu ˊrә qoː-la     
‘Let me see... to the Hare over there.’ 

(61)A: ˊrә kõ      
‘Hare?’ 

(62) `mː ˉɕhә ɣә ˉhtɕiʔ `hteː-loʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː 
‘Yes, (they two) pretended to give a paper (to the Hare over there).’ 

(63)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(64) ˊte htɕiʔ `htɑʔ-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-nә ^joʔ tu  
‘Then, (the Hare said): “There is a tiger’s skin”,’ 

(65) `ɦziː-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-nә ^joʔ tu   
‘ “There is also a leopard’s skin”,’ 

(66) `ɳɖә ɣo-gә ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-nә ^joʔ tu   
‘“There is also a female yak’s skin”,’ 

(67) ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉn̥a ma ˉn̥a tsho ^joʔ tu  
‘ “There are various kinds of skin”.’ 

(68) ˊte ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma-gә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ´meʔ-kheː   ˉzeː-kheː   ˊrә qoː-gә 
‘ “Then there is not an evil wolf’s skin,” the Hare said.’ 

(69)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(70) `tә reʔ ˊtә la ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htseː-kheː 
‘(The Hare said): “Look, there is a Wolf coming”,’ 

(71) ˊtә ˉhpɑʔ `riʔ ˉkhɯ-ɕhoʔ ˉzeː-kheː 
‘ “Come and bring that kind of skin!”, (it) said.’ 

(72)A: ˊmː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(73) ˉhtɕɔ̃ khә `htɕiː tә `hʈɑː-ɦʑɑː-kheː   
‘The Wolf got very feared.’ 

(74) `phu le te tә gә     
‘(The Wolf) never (had time to look back) at all.’ 

(75)A: ˊm hә hә     
‘Haha,’ 

(76) ˉphu ˉɕhә hta-zә ˊma-khɯ̃-nә ^ɳɖɯ-ɦʑɑː-kheː 
‘(The Wolf) never had time to look back at all, and fled.’ 

(77)A: ˊm hә hә ˊte    
‘Haha... And then?’ 

(78) ˊte ˊma lu ˉhta ɦdzә-tɕiʔ-la `thuʔ-kheː  
‘Then, (the Wolf) met a horse herder in a lower area.’ 
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(79)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(80) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˊɳɖɯ-lә jiː ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma   ˉzeː-kheː 
‘ (The herder) said: “Evil Wolf, why are you going to flee?” ’ 

(81)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(82) ˉkho ˊleː ´ɳɖɯ ˉzeː-kheː 
‘(The Wolf) said: “I’ll of course flee!” ’ 

(83) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `pә gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `khɯ-nә   ˉhpɑʔ   `riʔ 
 `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ `htseː-kheː  

‘ “There arrived a person who collect various skins, bringing an emperor’s edict”.’ 
(84)A: ˊmː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(85) ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-lә ˉkho ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ^meʔ tu `zeː-nә   ˉkho   ^tә gә   ´ɳɖɯ-lә jiː 
 ˉzeː-kheː  

‘Skin... (the Wolf) said: “(The Hare) said that my skin lacked, so I’ll flee because of that”.’ 
(86)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(87) ˊte ^tә gә `thoʔ nә ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa   ˊrә qoː-gә   ˉza    
 ´ma-ɕhoː-zә reʔ   

‘Then, since then, the Hare did not let the Mother Sheep and son eaten.’ 
(88) ˊte ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
(89) ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː ˊreʔ 

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water, (it) is like (that).’ 
(90)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
 
(B) The Hare and the Tiger 

(1) ˊrә qoː ˉhtɕiʔ ^joʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː   
‘[Once upon a time,] there was a Hare.’ 

(2)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

(3)B: ˊɦo ˊtә     
‘Oh, like that.’ 

(4) ˊte ˊtә ri ndә reʔ    
‘Then, euh...’ 

(5) ˊrә qoː-tɑ ˉhtɑʔ ˉɦȵiː  ˉkha tɕiʔ ^ɳɖo-zә ^jiː-kheː 
‘The Hare and a Tiger, the two went together.’ 

(6)A: ˊteː     
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(79)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(80) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˊɳɖɯ-lә jiː ˉhtɕɔ̃ ŋɛ̃ ma   ˉzeː-kheː 
‘ (The herder) said: “Evil Wolf, why are you going to flee?” ’ 

(81)A: `mː mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(82) ˉkho ˊleː ´ɳɖɯ ˉzeː-kheː 
‘(The Wolf) said: “I’ll of course flee!” ’ 

(83) ^ɦdʑa nɑʔ ˊkõ ma-gә `pә gә `hqa ɕhoʔ ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `khɯ-nә   ˉhpɑʔ   `riʔ 
 `ɦdɯ-ŋ̊khɛ `htseː-kheː  

‘ “There arrived a person who collect various skins, bringing an emperor’s edict”.’ 
(84)A: ˊmː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(85) ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ-lә ˉkho ˉhpɑʔ hpɑʔ ^meʔ tu `zeː-nә   ˉkho   ^tә gә   ´ɳɖɯ-lә jiː 
 ˉzeː-kheː  

‘Skin... (the Wolf) said: “(The Hare) said that my skin lacked, so I’ll flee because of that”.’ 
(86)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(87) ˊte ^tә gә `thoʔ nә ˉluʔ ˊma wɯ ˉɦȵiː ɣa   ˊrә qoː-gә   ˉza    
 ´ma-ɕhoː-zә reʔ   

‘Then, since then, the Hare did not let the Mother Sheep and son eaten.’ 
(88) ˊte ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
(89) ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː ˊreʔ 

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water, (it) is like (that).’ 
(90)A: `mː mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
 
(B) The Hare and the Tiger 

(1) ˊrә qoː ˉhtɕiʔ ^joʔ-zә ^jiː-kheː   
‘[Once upon a time,] there was a Hare.’ 

(2)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

(3)B: ˊɦo ˊtә     
‘Oh, like that.’ 

(4) ˊte ˊtә ri ndә reʔ    
‘Then, euh...’ 

(5) ˊrә qoː-tɑ ˉhtɑʔ ˉɦȵiː  ˉkha tɕiʔ ^ɳɖo-zә ^jiː-kheː 
‘The Hare and a Tiger, the two went together.’ 

(6)A: ˊteː     

 
 

‘And then?’ 
(7)B: ˊɦo ja ˊȵɛ-tә  ˊreʔ   

‘Okay, (that) is a good (story).’ 
(8) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-gә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˊrә qoː-gә `tɕә tә 

‘Then, the Hare, euh..., the Hare...’ 
(9)A: ˉʔa ma ˉtɕhoʔ ˉʔa na ´ɦduʔ  

‘Mom, please sit here.’ 
(10) `htɑʔ-gә `zeː-nә gә    

‘The Tiger said:’ 
(11) ˊrә qoː ˊrә ŋɛ̃ ma ˉtɕhoʔ ´za-ɦgo-tu `zeː-kheː 

‘ “Hare, Evil Hare, I want to eat you”.’ 
(12)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(13) ˊteː ˉtɕә ˉkho ´ma-za-roʔ-tɑ  

‘Then, uh, (the Hare said:) “Please don’t eat me”,’ 
(14) ˉtɕhoʔ ˊta ri ´ma-za-tɑ  ˉshɔ̃ ȵĩ ´za-ta  

‘ “You don’t eat (me) today, and eat (me) tomorrow”,’ 
(15) ˉkho ˊte ˉtshõ mbo ´reʔ-reʔ  `zeː-kheː 

‘ “I will get fat then”, (the Hare) said.’ 
(16) ˊrә qoː-la     

‘To the Hare.’ 
(17)A: ˊteː     

‘And then?’ 
(18) ˊrә qoː-gә `zeː-kheː   

‘The Hare said...’ 
(19)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(20) `htɑʔ-la  

‘To the Tiger.’ 
(21) ˊteː ˊrә qoː ´pha la  ˉtheː-nә gә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ   ˊʈo ma   `hko-nә   `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː 

‘Then, the Hare went over there, and ... let me see... it dug and ate silverweed.’ 
(22)A: ˊteː hn    

‘And then? Hahaha.’ 
(23) ˊʈo ma `hko-nә ˉza-kha ˊteː ˉhtɑʔ ɦgɛ-gә   ˉzeː-nә 

‘When (the Hare) dug and was eating silverweed, the tiger said:’ 
(24) ˉtɕhoʔ `tɕә tә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  

‘ “What are you eating?”, (the Tiger) said.’ 
(25)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(26) ˉʔa `tɕә tә ˉza ´ŋa-rɔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ   ˉkha jiː   `hko-nә   ˉza-liː 
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 `zeː-kheː  
‘ “Oh, what can I eat? (I) dug and am eating my own eyeball of a pair”, (the Hare) said.’ 

(27)A: hn ˊteː    
‘Hahaha, and then?’ 

(28) ˊteː ˊʈo ma ˉhtɕiʔ `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː   `htɑʔ-gә 
‘Then, (it) ate silverweed.’ 

(29) ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˊrә qoː `htɑʔ-gә   
‘Let me see, the hare..., (it’s) the Tiger (eat).’ 

(30) ˉʔa tsiː ˉtɕhoʔ-la-nә ´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ^joʔ-kheː 
‘(The Tiger said): “Wow, you have a tasty thing to eat!” ’ 

(31) `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә `hko-ta `zeː-kheː 
‘ “Dig one of (my) eyeballs for me”, (the Tiger) said.’ 

(32)A: `mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(33) ˊrә qoː-gә     
‘The Hare...’ 

(34)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

(35) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-gә ˊʈo ma ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htɑʔ-la   ^ɦʑiː-kheː 
‘The Hare then gave one silverweed to the Tiger.’ 

(36)A: `htɑʔ-la ^ɦʑiː-kheː `mː    
‘(It) gave the Tiger, okay.’ 

(37) ´ɦo ´ʑĩ mbo ´hʈɑː mo ^jiː-kheː `zeː-kheː 
‘ “Oh, (this is) very tasty,” (the Tiger) said.’ 

(38)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

(39) ˊteː ˉkho-rɔ-gә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә   ˉphiː-tshaː-reʔ-mo 
‘Then, its [Tiger’s], let me see..., its one of the eyeballs has already been dug out, right?’ 

(40) ˊteː ta `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә ˉphiː-ɦʑɑʔ   `zeː-kheː   `htɑʔ-gә 
‘Then, the Tiger said: “Dig out the (other) eyeball of two for me”.’ 

(41)A: `mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(42) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-tә ˊŋeː htsa ˊŋɛ̃ mba ˊreʔ  
‘Then, the Hare is one which has a whole bag of tricks.’ 

(43) ˊʈɑʔ ˉn̥thõ mbo `htɕiʔ-gә `kha-la ^pha la   `ɳ̊ʈhiʔ-ɦʑɑː-kheː 
‘(The Hare) led (the Tiger) thither on the edge of a high cliff.’ 

(44): `htɑʔ ˊreʔ `htɑʔ     
‘(It’s) the Tiger, yes, the Tiger.’ 

(45)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 
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 `zeː-kheː  
‘ “Oh, what can I eat? (I) dug and am eating my own eyeball of a pair”, (the Hare) said.’ 

(27)A: hn ˊteː    
‘Hahaha, and then?’ 

(28) ˊteː ˊʈo ma ˉhtɕiʔ `za-ɦʑɑː-kheː   `htɑʔ-gә 
‘Then, (it) ate silverweed.’ 

(29) ˊtә ri ndә reʔ ˊrә qoː `htɑʔ-gә   
‘Let me see, the hare..., (it’s) the Tiger (eat).’ 

(30) ˉʔa tsiː ˉtɕhoʔ-la-nә ´ʑĩ mbo-tɕiʔ ˉza-ɦdʑɯ ^joʔ-kheː 
‘(The Tiger said): “Wow, you have a tasty thing to eat!” ’ 

(31) `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә `hko-ta `zeː-kheː 
‘ “Dig one of (my) eyeballs for me”, (the Tiger) said.’ 

(32)A: `mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(33) ˊrә qoː-gә     
‘The Hare...’ 

(34)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

(35) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-gә ˊʈo ma ^ɦdoʔ htɕiʔ `htɑʔ-la   ^ɦʑiː-kheː 
‘The Hare then gave one silverweed to the Tiger.’ 

(36)A: `htɑʔ-la ^ɦʑiː-kheː `mː    
‘(It) gave the Tiger, okay.’ 

(37) ´ɦo ´ʑĩ mbo ´hʈɑː mo ^jiː-kheː `zeː-kheː 
‘ “Oh, (this is) very tasty,” (the Tiger) said.’ 

(38)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

(39) ˊteː ˉkho-rɔ-gә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә   ˉphiː-tshaː-reʔ-mo 
‘Then, its [Tiger’s], let me see..., its one of the eyeballs has already been dug out, right?’ 

(40) ˊteː ta `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː-tә ˉphiː-ɦʑɑʔ   `zeː-kheː   `htɑʔ-gә 
‘Then, the Tiger said: “Dig out the (other) eyeball of two for me”.’ 

(41)A: `mː     
‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 

(42) ˊteː ˊrә qoː-tә ˊŋeː htsa ˊŋɛ̃ mba ˊreʔ  
‘Then, the Hare is one which has a whole bag of tricks.’ 

(43) ˊʈɑʔ ˉn̥thõ mbo `htɕiʔ-gә `kha-la ^pha la   `ɳ̊ʈhiʔ-ɦʑɑː-kheː 
‘(The Hare) led (the Tiger) thither on the edge of a high cliff.’ 

(44): `htɑʔ ˊreʔ `htɑʔ     
‘(It’s) the Tiger, yes, the Tiger.’ 

(45)A: ˊteː     
‘And then?’ 

 
 

(46) ˊte ri ˊta `kho-la `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉkha jiː   ^joʔ reʔ-mo 
‘Then, that time, one eyeball exists in it (the tiger), right?’ 

(47) ˉkha jiː ^joʔ ´ma reʔ-mo    
‘Another eyeball does not exist, right?’ 

(48) ˊteː ta ˊta `tɕhoʔ-gә ˉza-liː `miʔ ɦdoʔ   ˉkha jiː-tә   `hko-nә 
 ˉza-lә `ʔә jiː `zeː-kheː  

‘Then, (the Hare) said: “Now, you eat... shall I dig your eyeball and are you going to eat (it)?” ’ 
(49) ˊte `htɑʔ-gә ˉza-liː `zeː-kheː  

‘Then, the Tiger said: “I’m going to eat”,’ 
(50) ˊte `tɕhoʔ-gә ˉkha jiː-tә `hko-ta  

‘ “You dig the other (eyeball)”.’ 
(51)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(52) ˊte `ʔa ɦdeː ˉna ´ɦdeː    

‘Then, as expected,’ 
(53) ˊrә qoː-gә ˊŋɛ̃ `ɦzu-nә gә    

‘The Hare did an evil thing.’ 
(54) `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˊŋo ma-tә  `hko-nә gә   

‘(The Hare) dug the real eyeball.’ 
(55) ˊrә qoː-gә ˊta ri `htɑʔ-la ^ɦʑiː-kheː  

‘The hare, euh, gave (it) to the Tiger.’ 
(56)A: ˉkho-rɔ-gә `miʔ `hko-nә `ʔә-jiː    

‘(It) did dig his rye?’ 
(57) `htɑʔ-gә `miʔ ɦdoʔ `hko-nә 

‘It dug the Tiger’s eyeball.’ 
(58)A: `mː[663]     

‘Okay.’ (backchannel) 
(59) ˊte ˉhtɑʔ ɦgɛ `miʔ ɦdoʔ ˉtɕha htɕiʔ-tә ˊmeʔ-ŋ̊khɛ   ^reʔ-kheː 

‘Then, the Tiger became one which did not have the pair of eyeballs.’ 
(60)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(61) ˊte ˊrә qoː-gә ˊta ri ˉtɕhoʔ `pha la   ˊʈe meː   ˉnɯː   `zeː-kheː 

‘Then, the Hare said: “Now you move a little over there”.’ 
(62)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(63) ˉʔa khɯ ˉhtɑʔ ˉɕhә-nɯː-zә ˊmә tshɛ ˉȵdʑa riː ˊjɑː mo   ^me-gә 
 `n̥tshiʔ-ɕә ^jiʔ tu `zeː-kheː   

‘ “Uncle Tiger, you move back; otherwise, the beautiful stripe is being burnt by fire,” (the hare) said.’ 
(64)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
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(65) ˊteː `pha la ˉɕhә-nɯː ˊʈe meː ˉɦzu-kha   ˊjɔ̃   ˉɕhә-nɯː   ˊʈe meː   ˉɦzu-kha 
‘Then, when (the Tiger) moved back a little, and again (it) moved back a little,’ 

(66) ˊʈɑʔ thoʔ ^ʈɑʔ ɦʑɑʔ `l̥ũ-nә ˉhtɑʔ ^tә la   `hseʔ-tɕhɑʔ-zә reʔ 
‘(The Hare) made (the Tiger) fall from the top to the bottom of the cliff and was able to kill the Tiger 

there.’ 
(67)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(68) ˊmә tshɛ ˊrә qoː-gә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ   

‘Otherwise, the Hare..., euh...’ 
(69) ˊrә qoː `hseʔ-ɦgo `hsɑ̃-kheː   

‘It (the Tiger) intended to kill the Hare.’ 
(70)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(71) ˉʔa khɯ ˉhtɑʔ-gә  

‘Uncle Tiger.’ 
(72) ˊta ˊndә ^reʔ-mo jiː na   

‘Then it [the story] is like that, right?’ 
(73) ˉȵdʑa riː ˊjɑː mo ˊzeː-ɦdʑɯ-tә   

‘(This is) one (story) about the beautiful stripe.’ 
(74)B: ˉȵdʑa riː ˊjɑː mo ^me-gә `n̥tshiʔ-ɕә ^joʔ ˉɕhә nɯː ˊɦdʑɑʔ   ˉɕhә nɯː ˊɦdʑɑʔ   
 ˊzeː ʈhә jiː na    

‘The beautiful stripe is being burnt by fire, so move back, move back; saying like that, right?’ 
(75) ˊtә ɳɖa ^zeː-loʔ ˊzeː ʈhә jiː na   

‘The way of story-telling like that is saying like that.’ 
(76)A: ˊʔa noː-gә ˊta rɔ̃ ˊtә ^ʈɛ̃-tɕhoʔ-tә ˊjiː-na 

‘Anu can still remember that, right?’ 
(77)A: ´ŋa-rɔ-tsho-gә ˉkha hpe ˊɦdʑɑʔ-tsha:-kha-la   

‘When we finish narrating a folktale,’ 
(78)A: ˊtә ˊzeː-kheː-tɕiʔ ^reʔ-mo jiː na   

‘(We would) say something like that.’ 
(79)A: ˉtɕә ^zeː-ko 

‘How do we say?’ 
(80)A: ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma 

‘The happy sun...?’ 
(81)+A ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
(82)+A ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː  

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water.’ 
(83)+A ˊ ʈo ma ˊmaː khɯː `nә-la ˉȵ̊tɕhɵʔ  

‘Silverweed with melted butter was offered to the sky.’ 
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(65) ˊteː `pha la ˉɕhә-nɯː ˊʈe meː ˉɦzu-kha   ˊjɔ̃   ˉɕhә-nɯː   ˊʈe meː   ˉɦzu-kha 
‘Then, when (the Tiger) moved back a little, and again (it) moved back a little,’ 

(66) ˊʈɑʔ thoʔ ^ʈɑʔ ɦʑɑʔ `l̥ũ-nә ˉhtɑʔ ^tә la   `hseʔ-tɕhɑʔ-zә reʔ 
‘(The Hare) made (the Tiger) fall from the top to the bottom of the cliff and was able to kill the Tiger 

there.’ 
(67)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(68) ˊmә tshɛ ˊrә qoː-gә ˊtә ri ndә reʔ   

‘Otherwise, the Hare..., euh...’ 
(69) ˊrә qoː `hseʔ-ɦgo `hsɑ̃-kheː   

‘It (the Tiger) intended to kill the Hare.’ 
(70)A: `mː     

‘Yes.’ (backchannel) 
(71) ˉʔa khɯ ˉhtɑʔ-gә  

‘Uncle Tiger.’ 
(72) ˊta ˊndә ^reʔ-mo jiː na   

‘Then it [the story] is like that, right?’ 
(73) ˉȵdʑa riː ˊjɑː mo ˊzeː-ɦdʑɯ-tә   

‘(This is) one (story) about the beautiful stripe.’ 
(74)B: ˉȵdʑa riː ˊjɑː mo ^me-gә `n̥tshiʔ-ɕә ^joʔ ˉɕhә nɯː ˊɦdʑɑʔ   ˉɕhә nɯː ˊɦdʑɑʔ   
 ˊzeː ʈhә jiː na    

‘The beautiful stripe is being burnt by fire, so move back, move back; saying like that, right?’ 
(75) ˊtә ɳɖa ^zeː-loʔ ˊzeː ʈhә jiː na   

‘The way of story-telling like that is saying like that.’ 
(76)A: ˊʔa noː-gә ˊta rɔ̃ ˊtә ^ʈɛ̃-tɕhoʔ-tә ˊjiː-na 

‘Anu can still remember that, right?’ 
(77)A: ´ŋa-rɔ-tsho-gә ˉkha hpe ˊɦdʑɑʔ-tsha:-kha-la   

‘When we finish narrating a folktale,’ 
(78)A: ˊtә ˊzeː-kheː-tɕiʔ ^reʔ-mo jiː na   

‘(We would) say something like that.’ 
(79)A: ˉtɕә ^zeː-ko 

‘How do we say?’ 
(80)A: ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma 

‘The happy sun...?’ 
(81)+A ˉhtɕiʔ ˊȵi ma ˊɦgõ-la ˉɕhɛː 

‘Then, the happy sun rose to the sky.’ 
(82)+A ˉɦduʔ ˊpɛ ɦga `tɕhɯ-gә ˉkhɯː  

‘A stick of sadness was flushed by the water.’ 
(83)+A ˊ ʈo ma ˊmaː khɯː `nә-la ˉȵ̊tɕhɵʔ  

‘Silverweed with melted butter was offered to the sky.’ 
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キーワード： チベット系諸言語 木雅熱崗方言群 Lhagang 方言 語り 民話 
 

要旨 
 本稿は、カムチベット語 Minyag Rabgang（木雅熱崗）方言群に属する Lhagang（塔公）方言

の物語２編「羊と狼」、「野うさぎと虎」を記述する。それぞれの物語について、言語学的注釈

を含む行間訳、英語訳、Lhagang 方言に基づくチベット語訳を与える。付録として、物語が語

られた場で行われた一連の発話を書き起こしたスクリプトを添える。 
 

（すずき・ひろゆき 復旦大学） 
（ソナン ワンモ ボン大学） 
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